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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this study was to help the researcher 
acquire an understanding of the problems and issues 
associated with the implementation of Zulu poetry and 
folktales in the language arts curriculum at the Junior 
Secondary phase. 
In setting up the study, the researcher provided for the 
participation of students and teachers (three front-line 
implementers) at all stages: planning, organizing, and 
implementing. Workshops and in-service sessions were 
used as research tools where participants were offered 
opportunities to share their experiences. 
Data about the teaching/learning paradigm was gathered 
from a variety of survey methods: participant 
observation, participants' reflective diaries, attitud­
inal questionnaire�, semi-structured interviews and 
standardized assessment testing. Procedures, which were 
aimed at creating insights into the implementation of 
Zulu oral literature for non-speakers, were developed and 
these involved both the students and teachers. 
What experience the researcher has, came from the 
orality-literacy studies offered at the University of 
Natal (Oral Documentation and Research Centre). 
The reseacher believes that this study has the potential 
to challenge other teachers to play a more meaningful 
role in the transformation of the language arts curric­
ulum in their own schools. It was with this in mind that 
the implementation of Zulu oral literature was visited 
by the researcher. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpoae of this study 
·-1-
This study focuses on identifying problems and issues in 
implementing the teaching of Zulu Oral literature in the 
language arts curriculum at the Junior Secondary Phase. 
It is hoped that this brief study will help teachers of 
language to discover, with their pupils, the neglected 
values and richness of Zulu literature, and aid them in 
formulating their own approaches in the classroom. To 
this end, this study aims at providing an opportunity for 
school-based curriculum implementation that engages the 
participation of teachers, pupils and other personnel 
working co-operatively. Here, the study of Zulu Oral 
literature is an adjunct to a unit in literature rather 
than a unit or course by itself. 
The state system of education that we have had to date 
has been linked together not by any broad educational 
vision but rather by the ideology of apartheid, the 
linchpin of which was Christian National Education CCNE). 
The objectives of the ruling National Party government 
wer• segregated and differentiated education for differ­
ent racial groups, and state political control over all 
•ducation in the interests of Afrikanerdom. Thus separate
systems for African, Coloured and Indian education were 
■stablished. A society in need of reconstruction, such as 
ours, needs teachers who can think afresh the content, 
aims, and pedagogy of the language arts curriculum in our 
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schools. 
The education of teachers and pupils should be aimed at 
overcoming their parochialism, broadening their literary 
and intellectual horizons, and consolidating their know­
ledge of their African heritage. The teaching of Zulu 
oral literature and the learning to teach it can be a 
liberating and transforming experience. Indeed, no lang­
uage arts curriculum can be relevant if it is not related 
to the needs of the teachers and pupils. 
Zulu oral literature is especially important to pupils 
who reside in Natal. It is, however, more important for 
the non-mother tongue speaker at this point in time who 
has, for so long, been denied the beauty and wisdom of 
its example. For non-Zulu readers, there are literary 
works of merit which were not composed in English but 
which are available in translation. And, because this 
study was undertaken at an English medium school where 
teachers and pupils are exposed, in the main, to the 
traditional canon of British and American literary genres 
in the language arts curriculum, it was decided, by 
consensus, to utilise the translated versions of Zulu 
poetry and folktales. The English translation of izibongo 
and lzinganekwane was aimed primarily at facilitating 
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the teachers and pupils' understanding of texts which are 
drawn from memorable oral performances. The motivation 
comes from the poet laureate and one of Africa's greatest 
sons, Mazisi Kunene, who in the Preface to EMPEROR SHAKA 
THE GREAT (1979) wrote: 
It is re9r•tt•ble in • Hay that this book shoald 
first •PP••r in tr•nslstion befor• it is pablish•d 
in th• ori9in•l• Th• re•sons for this ar• ••ny •nd 
co•pl•x ••• 1 h•ve in trsnslatin9 •Y Hork fro• Zala to 
En9lish, cherished particalarly the thoa9ht of 
sh•rin9 oar history and literatare Hith ••ny 
peoples of �fric• and also of other p•rts of the 
world. 
In undertaking this study at a Secondary school in Chats­
worth, a predominantly "Indian" township, the researcheY 
was of the opinion that pupils and teachers should be 
given the opportunity to enjoy these literary works of 
art. In addition to the enjoyment, it was hoped that the 
teachers and pupils involved in the pilot study would 
gain some understanding of the literary works themselves, 
insights into the cultural environment which they reflect 
and an enlightened view of the Zulu culture. Also, in 
addition to revealing some problems and issues in imple­
menting the teaching of Izibon90 (Praise Poe•s> and 
Izin9anekuane <Folktales) in the language arts curriculum 
at the Junior Secondary Phase, it was hoped that this 
introductory study would be a bridging and unifying 
experience, an act of transcendence and a breaking out of 
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the rigid compartments of South African literature. 
It is anticipated that the study will reveal some issues 
and problems associated with the implementation of a 
literary genre that is being introduced to pupils and 
teachers at a Secondary school for the first time. It 
is envisaged that implementation of the Zulu oral 
component will involve new behaviours and teaching and 
learning practices, and ultimately new beliefs and under­
standings on the part of the teachers. The implementation 
must take into account a number of factors, including the 
subject matter to be taught, the relative preparedness of 
the teachers including in-service training ( INSET); and 
implementation depends on the meanings and attitudes that 
teachers give and have toward the programme, i.e. poetry 
and folktales. Soma further obJactive■ of thi• study 
would be: 
To identify promising and effective teaching/learn­
ing practices, strategies and techniques actually 
used by the teachers involved in the study; 
To provide for the sharing of ideas among teachers 
involved in the research and ultimately disseminate 
these ideas to a wider teaching corps; 
To identify factors that have to be taken into 
account for successful implementation of the Zulu 
literature programme at the Junior Secondary Phase. 
To evaluate the outcome of integrating Zulu Oral 
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literature in the English language arts curriculum rather 
than isolating it. 
1.2 The Background leading to the Implementation of Zulu Oral 
Literature in the Language Arts Curriculum 
1.2.1 One of the most blatant misnomers in the regular 
English curriculum is in most schools ''English 
Literature," taught in the Secondary school. How 
much of this literature includes those indigeneous 
composars who have added their voices to this 
country's literary heritage? According to several 
research studies conducted in this area, there isn't 
very much. The problem is that teachers have taught 
nothing bat minority literature, and the literature 
of a very small white minority at that. Percentages 
of population, of course, are not the best way of 
determining what literature should be taught. How­
ever, the biased state of our existing literature 
programmes indicates that we need to re-examine our 
basis for choosing literature. Some experts have 
advanced the argument that we should choose literat­
ure of the best regardless of the race or national­
ity of the person who composed it. 
A second method of selecting literature for the 
Secondary school curriculum is based on the concept 
of literary heritage. Proponents of this approach 
believe that we have been shaped by our cultural 
heritage, of which literature is a major part, and 
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it is important for pupils to understand their literary 
heritage in order to understand themselves and contemp­
orary culture. As we try to bridge cultural gaps within 
our countYy, we are becoming more awaYe of how gYeatly 
we have been influenced by our cultural heYitaga. No 
matter what criterion one applies to the literature he/ 
she is currently teaching in SecondaYy schools, there is 
no way of avoiding that we have taught the literature of 
a veYy small minority and must begin to teach the liter­
ature of significant people with whom we live. Among the 
most essential nationalities to represent in our liter­
ature is the Zulu. Although Zulu liteYatuYe is not 
included in most anthologies, there is enough available 
in translation to bagin a more honest study of our liter­
arary heritage and a more realistic view of the world we 
live in. The literature of the Zulu not only has value in 
itself, it can have value for the language arts curricul­
um as well. 
1.2.2 The Literature of the Zulu 
Up until a few years ago the traditional literature 
was primarily of inteYest only to the anthropolog­
ist. Anthologies and collections of traditional Zulu 
poetry and folktales seemed compiled more as sources 
of ethnological data than of literature. Books of 
Zulu oral literature ware almost exclusively the 
work of white authors, and reflected th• white man'• 
view of the Zulu, his/her culture, literature and 
, 
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history. Recently, however, South Africa and 
indeed many parts of the world have begun to re­
discover Zulu literature. The critical acclaim 
a��orded to such writers as B.W.Vilakazi, Mazisi 
Kunene, C.T.Msimang, S.Nyembezi, C.L.S. Nyembezi, et 
al has served to focus attention on the literary 
values of Zulu literature. The rich tradition of 
Zulu poetry and folktale is beginning finally to be 
realised as one of the world's great literatures. 
Most Secondary school English teachers have studied, 
read, and taught only works by white authors and 
poets, and hence feel they are unprepared to teach 
Zulu literature. Also, many teachers feel that the 
subjects of Zulu literature fall out$ide their range 
of experience. The real problem seems to be a lack 
of knowledge of Zulu traditional literature and of 
the Zulu experience. The only solution to the 
problem, as this study aims to demonstrate, involves 
the expenditure of a certain amount of time and 
energy by teachers. The emphasis is on trying. 
Success can never be complete, but the difference 
between relative degrees of suc�ess is an enormous 
difference. 
What was advocated throughout the pilot study was, 
of course, what any teach�r- indeed, any reader- of 
literature must do, and which most of us do instinc­
tively, to understand a literary work as much as 
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possible in its own terms. To understand and apprec­
iate their works properly, and to teach them, we 
attempt in effect to be the imbongi and the story­
teller. Granted that the attempt by a non-Zulu is 
complicated by all manner of personal and cultural 
obstacles; the attempt on the part of the imaginat­
ion is nonetheless the same, and it is nonetheless­
in fact it is all the more- necessary. 
The teachers who participated in the study were 
asked at the inception of the study to consider the 
following questions: 
(1) Should a teacher not attempt to understand what
he or she teaches?
(2) Should he or she not attempt to transcend the
limitations of his or her vision?
(3) Should he or she cling steadfast to that in him
or her which cuts him or her off, intellectually
and emphatically from his or her subject?
There was considerable teacher enthusiasm for the 
new course offerings. At this time there were three 
in the English department who were assigned to teach 
at the Junior secondary phase, and it should be 
emphasised that each one was excited with this new 
venture. And this excitement grew and fed upon 
itself as they became actively involved in the new 
curriculum change. This eagerness was exemplified by 
their willingness to work in the afternoons and on 
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weekends to develop the new programme. As a depart­
ment we discussed the course, its pros and cons. 
Throughout the entire process, we always worked as a 
team; each of us had a stake in the future of the 
experiment. The anticipated programme was not devel­
oped in the traditional administrative manner: i.e., 
one person, usually the Head of Department 
(Languages), working on the master programme in the 
secret confines of the 11 inner office," keeping it 
under' wYaps until the "gYand opening". Instead, 
teachers were encouraged to make suggestions and 
racomm■ndations while the programme was being 
shaped and reshaped. This will be discussed in some 
detail in the next chapter. 
Ideally, a curriculum must have some open-endedness. 
If a curriculum is fully designed and prescribed by 
teachers, it frequently assumes some of the charact­
eristics of iYrelevance and dullness to the pupil. 
Though the teacher-determined curriculum is an 
indispensible element in the learning and develop­
ment of the pupil, there should be a built-in Yecog­
nition, Yespect, and provision for the contribution 
of the pupils themselves. This study will show that 
our pupils reaffirmed OLIY' faith in them by proving 
that they can make responsible decisions when they 
aye given the opportunity. 
1.2.3 
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Language in Education Policy 
South Africa is a country of many languages. 
In general, African languages have been under­
valued and underdeveloped. All but a few non­
African South Africans have been deprived of 
educational access to them. The reason for this 
can be found in the following assessment made 
in the ANC'• Polley fr••«Hort for Edac•t-
ion •nd Tr•inin9 Doca••nt <1994): 
••• offjci•l l•n9u•9• policy in South 
Afric• has been interuoven uith th• 
politics of domination and separation, 
resistance and affirmation. Ovar the past 
two centuries, South Africa's colonial and 
white minority governments have used lang­
uage policy in education •• an instrument 
of cultural and political control, first 
in the battle for supremacy between the 
British and the Boers, and subsequently in 
maintaining white political and cultural 
supremacy over the black majority. 
Perhaps, the most inane reasons for abandoning 
African languages (in the school curriculum) 
are cited by Duminy et al (1980 : 56) : 
* not one of the jndj9eneous Afrjcan l•n9-
u•9es h•s developed to the stage uhere
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it can serve as a te•ching •ediu• •t the high­
levels of instruction, 
* . . .  does not provide • •ediu• of co••anic•tion
Hith the rest of an ever-shrinking HorldJ
in Hide •reas of our country the •other tongue 
is not considered •s one of the offici•l 
l•nga•ges. 
The events of 27 April 1994 have heralded the rejection 
of apartheid education and the search for a more progres­
sive and relevant education, in general, and a language 
in education policy, in particular. A Curriculum Hodel 
for South Africa (CUHSA), the initiative of the former 
minority government, recognized the multilingual nature 
of broad South African society: 
L•nga•ges figure pro•inently in the curricula• 
bec•«se of their value as bearers of culture •nd the 
contribution uhich they can ••ke to the conceptu•l­
is•tion in all fields of knoHledge. The •ultilingual 
n•ture of bro•d South Afric•n society requires the 
acqu•intance of all learners Hith •t le•st three 
languages <Afrikaans, English and a regionally 
do•in•nt African l•nguage> during the course of 
their school career (1991 =27). 
The ANC document realistically points out that it will be 
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some time before all educational institutions will 
be implementing multilingual education: 
and for effective participation in soci•l, 
Educational institutions need to seek ways of 
promoting multilinguilism with a view to raising the 
status of African languages. Language pedagogy will 
need substantial revision in the light of the new 
goals. It is vital that teachers work collectively 
with colleagues to change the content of the lang­
uage arts curriculum. They should question, as this 
study has done, why a largely Anglocentric literary 
curriculum is still being offered in a society with 
a rich diversity of cultures. Cole (1989 : 193) 
supports the introduction of what he calls community 
languages for the following reasonsz 
* it is bound to strengthen second-lan9ua9e
learning;
* integrate neu cultures and ideas;
* open up traditional perspectives;
* involve •onolin9ual teachers and students in
a neu and exciting discipline
* teachers Hill have the opportunity to intro-
In •oving touards this goal, ue shall be baild-
ing on the lingaistic strengths of learners and 
teachers, harnessing the rich •~ltilingaal 
reality of Soath ntrica for effective edacation 
political and econo»ic develop•ent (1994 52) 
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duce neu ••terials in the language arts curric­
ulu•; 
it is possible that some students will get 
interested in learning about national, provin­
cial or local languages and what binds them 
culturally, and it is even likely that some of 
them wil 1 gat interested fol 1 owing up "foreign 11 
languages at a higher level too. 
A research team, comprising teachers of English, was 
formed at the Arena Park Secondary School (Chatsworth). 
Three teachers, rather than being passive consumers of a 
pre-packaged curriculum, were placed at the centre of the 
action. They became the active participants in the 
process of curriculum change and innovation and were 
responsible for initiating and implementing the 
innovation. The model used by the research team in its 
operations was similar to Wallace's (1989) Collegiate 
Approach to Curriculum Management in which professional 
colleagues work collaboratively through various consult­
ation procedures. The model used in this study is based 
on Gibbons' (1977) seven stages in curriculum develop­
ment. The seven stages provided the research team with a 
context within which to consider their own practice in so 
far as the implementation of the Zulu oral literature 
component was concerned. Chapter 3 will deal in detail 
with this model. The next chapter will deal with theoret­
ical considerations key to the implementation of the new 




2.1 School-based curriculu• development 
Prior to launching into the issues that arise in implem­
ting the teaching of Zulu oral literature in the language 
arts curriculum at the Junior secondary phase, it is 
important to axamin• various aspects of th• process and 
context in which this particular curriculum change 
project occurs. Over recent years, approaches to curric­
ulum innovation and implementation have seen a shift from 
top-down rationalist stances to a more interactionist 
school-based focus which stresses the importance of the 
user/classroom teacher in implementing curriculum change. 
The intention of this chapter is to encourage greater 
raflaction and understanding of the elements of school­
based curriculum development. 
A number of educators have contributed to the literature 
on school-based curriculum development CSBCD) providing 
conceptual frameworks for studying the myriad of actions 
and decisions that occur daily in the school classrooms. 
rullan (1984) mentions the point that empirical and 
theoretical studies increasingly recognize the importance 
of the implementation stage in effective curriculum 
innovation and the need to change teacher attitudes and 
and valuas rather than Just curriculum materials. Schools 
arguably retain a degree of discretion in t•rms of imple-
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-menting the curriculum change and also in the area of
teaching/learning styles and approaches (pedagogical 
issues). Hargreaves (1984) puts forward similar points 
about th• implementation of the school curriculum, 
arguing the need for greater emphasis on learning 
processas and negotiation with the student which would 
enable students to show attainments in broader ar••• 
than merely examination passes, and hence enhance their 
commitment to school. In many ways, top-down curric-
ulum innovations by the former central government can be 
seen as running counter to the school-based, procass­
focused, learner-centred approaches mentioned above. Many 
commentators, too, noted that in terms of contant tha 
national curriculum tended to inhibit school-based 
developments, and to marginalize curriculum areas not 
included in the core and foundation subjects. A glance at 
the literature curricula of any school in South Africa is 
likely to reveal elements of a particular ideology which 
are founded on the principle of protection and neglect of 
selected values. 
According to Skilbeck (1984 18): 
School-bas•d c«rricala• dev•Iop••nt is • n•H n••• 
for •n old id••• The ide• is th•t the b•st pl•c• for 
desi9nin9 the carricala• is Hher• th• I••rner •nd 
the te•cher •••t. 
Ideally, the school-based curriculum must have some open-
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endedness. If a curriculum innovation is fully designed 
and prescribed by teachers, it frequently assumes some 
of the characteristics of irrelevance and dullness to the 
student. Though the teacher-determined curriculum is an 
indispensible element in the learning and development of 
the student, there should be a built-in recognition, 
respect, and provision for the contribution of the 
students. Ross (1971 : 900) makes a valid suggestion: 
#e Hoald do uell to listen to oar stad•nts, if only 
•s • courtesy after all th• hoars th•Y h•v• list•n•d
to as. They have ideas aboat •nd r••ctions to oar 
business. Let the• be h•ard •• th•y h•v• sugg•stions 
uorthy of adoption by a school syste•. I •• su99est­
in9 that students consid•r th• curricula• •long Hith 
the teachers. 
Although it is unclear whether Eggleston (1977) was 
describing school-based curriculum development or 
prescribing a particular way of doing it, four features 
of his definition are worth picking out: 
1. It is particularistic. The curriculum-development
activity is focused upon the diagnosed, or perceived,
needs of the specific school or part of it.
2. It is process-oriented. In terms of strategies for the
curriculum intended, the process by which these are
developed is important in itself.
3. It is participatory. The appropriate style for
2.2 
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developing the curriculum is co-operative, that is, 
staff working together to produce plans for change. 
4. It is preli•in•ry. The curriculum developed is to be 
seen as experimental, in the sense that it is open 
to evaluation and appraisal after its implementat­
ion. 
One of the interesting things about this definition is 
stress, not on the curriculum change as such, but on the 
rol•s that teachers have to play in the process of its 
development and implementation, and the attitudes that 
are required to underpin it. 
A Collegiate Approach for Facilitating the Implem­
tation of Curriculum Innovation in School• 
Good curriculum management is seen as a process where all 
professional staff participate actively in negotiating an 
agreed curriculum and contribute Jointly to planning, 
implementing and evaluating its delivery (including eval­
uating and giving feedback upon each other's performance 
as class-teachers). Where the collegiate model is implem­
ented, it is held to be a contributory factor in ensuring 
that students receive a desirable and progressive educat­
ional experience. The model is to some extent consistent 
with the principles of "collegial authority''• the form of 
authority in which professional equals govern their 
affairs through democratic procedures. Managerial roles 
and tasks are shared out among professional colleagues 
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who work collaboratively through various consultat­
ion procedures. The greatest overlap between respon­
sibilities occurs where teachers operate in a range 
of curriculum areas where they are not designated as 
a specialist or expert, most significantly in their 
role as teachers responsible for a class. Given the 
situation where none of the teachers involved in 
the implementation of the Zulu literary component 
may be designated as a specialist or expert, the 
arrangement of overlapping responsibilities may be 
interpreted as approximating to a model of manage­
ment based on principles of collegiality. 
Campbell (1985 1 46-47) points out some benefits 
that would accrue to a school in which staff collab­
oration is a key characteristic in the processes by 
which the curriculum is developed: 
1. Curricula» policy and practice uould b• •rrived
at through collective discussion and d•cision­
••kin9.
2. Initiative and responsibility for developing
curricula• uould be devolved to relevant staff
groups.
3. Staff groups Hould be led and serviced by the
postholder Cit must be mentioned at this stage
th•t th• r••••rch invaatigator i• •l•o an
implementor of the Zulu literature programme).
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4. Greater continuity and consistency in the
subJect throughout the school uould be
practised.
5. Class teachers uould increase their oun
confidence and co•petence in the subJect.
While the benefits claimed for staff collaboration are 
stated in this way, one value position underlying school­
based curriculum development can be confronted by 
teachers who engage in it. Decisions developed collabor­
atively, and taken collectively, are arrived at by a 
morally better process than those arrived at by other 
means. The position is derived from respect to be 
attached to teachers as people and professionals; 
decisions designed to affect the personal and profession­
al life of teachers in school should be developed only 
through a process in which their responsibility and 
commitment are recognized and explicitly acknowledged. 
Campbell (1985 : 47) is of the opinion that: 
To avoid the process, inherently difficult •s it 
Hill be, uould be to treat teachers Hith so•ething 
bordering on conte•pt. 
This statement is important since it espouses the view 
that attitudes and teacher relationships are critical to 
the success of school-based curriculum development. The 
individual taacher working alone in his/her classroom is 
an inappropriate unit. Rather, the small group of 
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teachers with their group of students should be the 
basic unit of organization. This is necessary both 
for interpersonal stimulation and essential mutual 
support. Such groups, which need not be stable over 
a long period, would be united by a common task but 
could be organized in many different ways. 
Prideaux (1993 :174) points out that the conceptual 
basis of SBCD in South Australia can be located 
within an innovations view of curriculum. The basic 
claim of an innovations approach is that: 
curriculu• change at • local l•v•l can ••*• 
progr•••es •ore relevant, •or• enJoy•bl•, or 
•ore useful for the students for uho• th•y are
designed. 
While Prideaux illustrates one of the fundamental 
failings in the curriculum innovations basis of SBCD 
namely, that parents were concerned that their 
children were being denied access to the more trad­
itional approaches to language teaching, he never­
theless maintains that the ideas underlying SBCD do 
at least contain an acknowledgement that teachers 
should have more than a passive role as implementers 
or receivers of curricula entirely developed else­
where. Prideaux (1993) affirms there is a role for 
teachers as active curriculum developers, not only 
at the local level but also working beyond th• 
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school to analyse the locus of control of curriculum 
and participate in activities aimed at wider curric­
ulum reform. The lessons from Prideaux's critique 
are important to this study for they indicate some 
important directions for teachers, schools and 
curriculum in the changed climate of the 1990's and 
beyond. 
According to Christie <1990 37) 
Curriculu• control has been •n inte9r•l p•rt of 
the South African state education syste•, and 
its contestation. Fro• the st•te's side, one 
f••tare of apartheid education has •lHays been 
the strict definition of uhat •i9ht be tau9ht 
in State schools and Hhat the or9anisin9 
principles of the carricala• should be. 
Christie <1990 : 46) records some revealing statist­
ics on changes within the dominant curriculum at 
private and religious schools in the South African 
context= 
In 19861 only tuo of the 42 schools Here 
exploring carricala• alternatives of this sort. 
One school offered tHo different co•pulsory 
sabJectss classical stadies ••• and �frican 
studies Nto explore and understand the African 
backgroandll . In the Hords of the school prosp­
ectass �frican studies, Classical Studies, and 
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Xhosa Are deliberate responses to South Africa's 
need in the 1980's for all its people to learn to 
respect and understand each other. 
The curriculum at this school represents a challenge, 
even if limited, to the established curriculum practices 
of other schools. Ironically, at the same time, this 
school highlights the inertia of the majority of schools 
whose curriculum practices reflected little change, if 
any, and who thus remained predominantly hegemonic. These 
schools offered subjects within the established range 
offered in white state schools, and followed syllabuses 
set down by white state departments. Christie (1990 : 43) 
cites a principal'a response to change from the existing 
curriculum arrangements: 
1 fear losing Hhat has taken so ••ny years to build 
up, especially in ter•s of acad••ics. Yo" ne•d a lot 
of courage to bring sHeeping changes. N•'r• the sa•e 
school as opened in 1929; the s••e things are 
happening. It's easier to bring changes Hhen you 
haven't been established for 60 years. 
The study undertaken by the researcher and his team at 
the Arena Park Secondary School involves changes along­
side the existing established literature curriculum. It 
must be pointed out that the curriculum intervention was 
small-scale. With regard specifically to the literature 
curriculum, the English Department moved to challenge the 
2.3 
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predominantly Anglocentric curriculum. At the site 
of research, a small-scale curriculum development 
was under way; there was team teaching in six of 
the junior secondary classes, and a school-based 
curriculum development project was being attempted. 
At the time of this study, this curriculum develop­
ment was operating alongside the existing curriculum 
which still held sway in the senior, matriculation­
oriented classes. The curriculum venture at the 
Arena Park Secondary School - which will be 
discussed within the bounds of this study­
represents a challenge, even if limited, to the 
established curriculum practices of other schools. 
MANAGING CURRICULUM CHANGE 
The following discussion elucidates the thinking 
that informed the curriculum perspectives of this 
particular study. The purpose of reflecting on the 
dynamics of curriculum change is to make the change 
process more explicit. This means identifying the 
key factors related to success, developing insights 
into the change process, and developing the 
implementation programmes. 
Studies of curriculum change have moved through 
several phases. In the 1960's, research concentrated 
on tracing the adoption of innovations, for instance 
how many new schemes were actually in use in 
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schools. It is obvious now, but it was not at that 
time that such research information was of limited 
value. For one thing, adoption of innovations by 
institutions tells us almost nothing about how 
individual teachers feel or act. For another, 
reported use by individuals does not indicate 
whether an innovation is actually in use, let alone 
the quality of use. According to Fullan et a1(1977): 
Ue do not need to duell on the r••sons uhy 
researchers and policy-•akers u•r• cont•nt to 
stop uith adoption. Perhaps it relat•s to the 
sy•bolic valae of havin9 nappearedn to chan9e 
by laanching a ••Jor refor• efforts or to th• 
naive opti•is• of the 19�0s •nd ••rly 1960ss or 
to the possibility that people uere f�lly 
occapied uith developing innovations and 
policies uith little ener9y •nd resoarces for 
follou-throagh; or •ore basically to the fact 
that initiating proJects is •ach •ore 9la•oroas 
and visible than the ti•e-consa•ing, l•borio�s 
front-line uork of i•ple•entin9 an innov•tion 
proJect •• 
Whatever the case, it was not until the 1970s that 
the first works appeared analysing problems of 
implementing curriculum innovations. The 1970s were 
concerned with classroom practice and essentially 
resulted in documenting failure. Through the review 
2.4 
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of rullan and Pomfret (1977) we learned more about 
what not to do, e.g. don't ignore local needs; don't 
introduce complex, vague innovations, don't ignore 
training needs, etc. 
The 1980s were concerned with identifying and analy­
sing success and effectiveness in educational set­
tings. Research provided some evidence on the 
factors related to success. Depending on the study, 
the latter were defined in terms of increases in 
student achievement, degree of institutionalization, 
or in more intermediate terms such as teaching 
skills, teacher change, and teacher commitment. At 
first glance one might think that the earlier descr­
iptions of what constitutes success would have 
solved the problems of this particular study. But 
"explanations" of situations are not the same as 
"solutions" in new situations, although they can 
help. Integral to the research undertaken by the 
researcher (as participant), was the need to concen­
trate on managing the curriculum change and develop­
strategies for making it happen. 
Important Orientations Prior to launching into the 
Curriculum Change Project 
Fullan (1985 : 391-421) describes certain observat­
ions <ways of thinking or insights into the phenom­
enon of curriculum change) that should give us pause 
2.4.1 
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for thought and provide important orientations prior 
to launching into implementation of any particular 
change project. 
Brute Sanity 
The problem of brute sanity was identified by George 
Bernard Shaw when he observed that " reformers have 
the idea that change can be achieved by brute 
sanity". The tenden,:y towards brute sanity c•n the 
part of change initiators is natural. The use of 
sheer argument and sheer authority can get a change 
"on the books", but it is, of couYse, not a very 
effective strategy for implementating change. 
ReseaYch has demonstrated that persistence, patience 
and attention to detail in putting an innovative 
idea into pYactice is critical. Brute sanity is a 
form of coercion: it may be through the direct oY
indirect exercise of foyce, or it may Yest on an 
invocation of superior authority. Bennis's (1969>
power-coercive strategy approximates to this, in 
identifying the particular way in which power is 
applied to limit alternatives for action oy to shape 
its consequences. This top-down appYoach is peYhaps 
most typically adopted within hierarchical, bureau­
cratic structures, in which orders are conveyed from 
central management to those concerned with the day­
to-day running of the enterprise. Brute sanity or 




complexity and detailed processes and procedures 
required, in favour of more obvious matters of 
stressing goals, the importance of the problem and 
the grand plan. Power-coercive strategy over­
promises, over-rationalizes and consequently results 
in frustrations which discourage teachers from 
sustaining their efforts and from taking on future 
change projects. 
Implementing the Implementation Plan 
Many people have responded to the research of the 
1970s, which documented implementation problems, by 
developing elaborate implementation plans designed 
to take into account factors known to affect succ­
ess. This seems sensible enough on the surface but 
ironically has led to the problem of "how do I impl­
ement the implementation plan?" It is useful to rec­
ognize that implementation plans, when they are 
first introduced, are innovations as much as, if not 
more than, curriculum innovations. Everything we 
know about the dos and dont•s of implementing the 
curriculum innovations must be applied to the prob­
lem of developing implementing plans. 
Content versus Process 
It is helpful to distinguish between the content of 
change and the process of change and to realize that 




expertise and each needs an appropriate implement­
ation strategy. They are independent in the sense 
that it is possible to have expertise in one and not 
the other. It is possible, in other words, to be 
highly knowledgeable about a particular curriculum 
development programme, for instance Zulu poetry and 
folktales, but yet be a disaster in working with 
others to implement it. Indeed, those most committed 
to a particular innovation may be least effective in 
working with others to bring about the change let 
alone implementing it. In implementing the teachimg 
of Zulu oral literature in the language arts curric­
ulum, both elements of expertise must be present and 
integrated 
Pressure and Support 
Research in recent years suggests that effective 
implementation, even if voluntarily pursued, rarely 
happens unless there is a combination of pressure 
and support. These are two important balancing mech­
anisms and success is usually accompanied by both. 
According to tullan (1985 : 397) : 
S�pport uitho�t press�re can Hast• reso�rces; 
press�re uitho�t s�pport creates alien•tion. 
Change = learning 
Successful change, or successful implementation, is 
none other than learning, but it is the teachers in 
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the system who are learning along with or more so 
than the students. Thus, anything the researcher 
knows about how teachers learn and under what cond­
itions they are most likely to learn is useful for 
designing and carrying out strategies for implemen­
tation. 
3. What is Implementation?
Implementation means curriculum change. For teachers
in classrooms, new materials are important, but are
ineffective by themselves. Change involves new
behaviours and practices, and ultimately new beliefs
and understandings. It involves change in what
teachers know and assume.
It is possible to obtain some degree of change thro­
ugh policy decision and the initial process of get­
ting new structures and materials in place, but this 
represents the more obvious, structural aspects of 
change in comparison with the new skills and under­
standings required of front-line implementers. In 
the absence of the latter, only superficial change 
is achieved. The effectiveness of a change project 
stands or falls with the extent to which front-line 
implementers use new practices with degrees of mast­
ery, commitment and understanding. 
Implementation is an aspect of curriculum develop­
ment that has recently received a great deal of 
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attention. Under the teacher-based paradigm (the 
predominant modality in this study), there is 
expectation that the curriculum project will be 
adopted to the local situation. The norm of mutual 
adaptation implies that that both the curriculum and 
the school or classroom will change as the process 
of implementation occurs. Thus, the teacher exer­
cises control over the adoption in his or her teach­
ing situation. 
According to Reid et al (1989 : 123) the implement­
ation process is multidimensional, involving change 
at a number of different levels: 
Fjve co•ponents of i•ple•ent•tion c•n b• ident­
ifjed. These jnvolve changes in org•nization, 
•aterials, role and behaviour, knoHledg•, and
beljefs. 
In order to accommodate this study at Arena Park 
Secondary School, changes in organization (e.g. 
restructuring the timetable to accommodate the Zulu 
literature component) and materials (e.g. lzibongo 
and Izinganekuane) were achieved relatively easily. 
Yet it is on the necessary changes in teaching style 
and understanding and commitment that the success or 
failure of implementation depends. These are, of 
c0ur••• th• mowt difficult to •ff■ct as th•Y require 
heavy involvement in time and inservice provision. 
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Successful implementation depends on the meanings 
and attitudes that teachers give and have towards 
the curriculum. To recall Stenhouse's evocative 
phrase cited in Rudduck et al (1985 : 68-9): 
Ho curriculu• developae»t Hithout te•cher dev­
elop•ent. 
The researcher found the following guidelines for 
implementation of the Zulu literary component quite 
useful: 
* Teachers should first be aware of a need for
change in the regular/prescribed literature curr­
iculum at the Junior Secondary phase.
* The Head of Department (researcher participant)
should provide leadership in co-ordinating the
activities of the participating teachers so that
a unified programme, arrived at consensually, is
developed.
* Adequate resources should be provided.
* The literature guide, comprising Zulu poetry and
Folktales, should be prepared by the teachers,
students and researcher working co-operatively.
* All who are concerned with the programme should
have a part in the group planning.
* Experimentation should be done by the teachers.
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* Use should be made of the best practices in effect
locally and elsewhere.
* Channels of communication should be maintained and
used.
* The new literary component should be introduced
gradually, if teachers are to feel secure.
* Implementation of the Zulu literature component
must be accomplished by changing the values,
skills, and/or understandings of teachers through
in-service and other educational programmem.
* Many means of curriculum improvement should be
used.
* Evaluation < a combination of quantitative and
qualitative methods) should be used continuously.
* The process of implementation and the revision of










Roles, curriculum responsibilities and 
associated tasks are summarised in the diagram 
below: 
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Table 1 is a simple framework for analysing the 
official interpretation of good implementation 
practice. Pupil learning is influenced by individual 
teachers' classroom performance in implementing the 
curriculum change within the climate of the school. 
Implementation is influenced by how all members of 
the team organize themselves so as to bring about 
effective teaching within a climate supportive of 
learning. 
Implementation is achieved through collegial tasks 
performed by individuals occupying various roles. 
Each role carries responsibilities associated with 
the implementation of the curriculum, achieved 
through specific tasks. These tasks are held to 
contain both a content dimension, in so far as these 
individuals should engage in certain activities, and 
a process dimension - an idea of how the activities 
should be carried out using certain skills. rullan 
(1985 : 404) has identified a factor which indicates 
that schools which practise a broadly collegiate 
style of management are effective in implementing 
all kinds of curriculum and organizational innovat­
ions. According to rullan (1985>, this factor is1 
coll•bor•tive planning and i•ple•ent•tion 
uithin schools and a•ong those involved in 
their s�pport. 
In this study revolving around implementation, the 
effectiveness of the collegiate approach will be 
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investigated. This will involve teachers' percep­
tions of innovative engagement with Zulu oral liter­
ature in the language arts curriculum at the Junior 
Secondary level. Any problems, potential tensions 
and/or strengths detected should enable front-line 
implementers to improve implementation of innovat­
ions through processes which accord with profession­
al values and principles. The researcher is strongly 
of the opinion that it would be unwise to regard any 
collegiate model as a 11 blueprint fol" peyfection" as 
experience suggests that any curriculum innovation 
becomes modified in the light of the implementation 
attempt through mutual adaptation. A model is merely 
what the teYm 11model 11 implies - a simplified vision 






When a curriculum experiment is mounted in a largely 
unresearched field, as with this project, informat­
ion is lacking by which to predict its impact or 
anticipate the problems the project team will 
encounter. raced with diverse interests and 
requirements, the researcher undertook a broad study 
of the implementation project, combining both 
subjective and objective approaches in the acquist­
ion of relevant information. 
Research by "practitioners as researchers" called 
into question an awareness of a range of relevant 
phenomena such as: 
* problems encountered by the project team in imple­
menting the teaching of Izibongo and Izinganekuane
* teaching/learning practices, strategies and tech­
niques actually used by teachers involved in the
pro.ject
* collaborative planning and implementation at the
level of the individual school and the empowerment
of participants involved in the project
* interactionist school-based focus and school-based
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curriculum development 
* built-in recognition and provision for the contr­
ibution of students involved in the project
* negotiating the agreed curriculum and the implem­
entation thereof
* collegial authority
* orientations prior to launching into the implemen­
tation of the curriculum innovation i.e implement­
ing the implementation plan
* roles, curriculum responsibilities and associated
tasks i.e. managing the implementation of the
curriculum innovation
3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 
The researcher believed that much research in the 
past had been over-simplified in its approach, or so 
subservient to the canons of traditional research 
that its attention had been too narrowly focused. 
Perhaps, at this stage of our understanding, bolder 
research designs can give us a more adequate view of 
what it is we are trying to change, and what is 
involved in changing it. That is why the researcher 
of this study adopted a comprehensive plan of data 
collection. To this end, the theoretical rationale 
attempted to break away from the traditional concept 
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of triangulation into a strategy of multiple operat­
ionism, and is considered to be better suited to the 
exigencies of a peculiar South African setting. By 
interweaving the research methods, it was hoped to 
advance understanding of the interplay of forces in 
the implementation of the curriculum innovation. 
Included within the rationale and framework of the 
research design, are ideas gathered from MacDonald's 
(1973 : 89) Humanities Curriculum Project 
* Gathering input, contextual and implementation
data by questionnaire.
* Gathering judgement data from teachers and pupils.
* Objective measurement of pupil performance in a
pilot study.
* Tracing variations in teaching practice through
the use of specially devised feedback instruments.
* Documenting the effects on the sample classes by
means of semi-structured teacher diaries.
* Study of the dynamics of discussion by tape and
observation.
In addition to the above approaches, the researcher used 
the following methods for the collection of information: 
* The pilot study with modular scheduling;
3.2.1 
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* rormal and informal interviews,
* PaYticipant and systematic observations.
Pilot Study 
A ten-week expeYimental couYse foy eight-grade 
pupils used tyaditional praise poems and folktales 
as a means of interesting pupils and teachaYs in 
Zulu liteYature. Six classes CdistYibution given 
below) Yaceived two complete lessons peY week of 
poetry and folktales (and related literatuya). 
1t•nd•rd H"•b•r of P"Pils 







The reseaYcheY hypothesized that pupils Yeceiving 
the full couYse of both Izibongo and Jzjnganekuane 
would be moYe sensitive and Yeceptive to Zulu oral 
litayatuye and moYe inclined to WYite about it and 
discuss the personal meanings, ideas, values, and 
Judgments in the liteYatuYe. AfteY studying each 
poem and folktale, the pupils were interviewed 
individually and in gYoups about the composeY's 
purpose, plot development, basic elements of style, 





value judgments on aspects of the folktale. At the 
end of the term, two standardized tests were admin­
istered to all pupils. The data analysed included 
free written responses, structured responses (ques­
tions to aid analysis and interpretation) and 
responses to a questionnaire concerning the respond­
ents' perceptions of the literature under review. 
Open-ended discussion can give pupils a chance to 
express their personal responses to the literature 
under review. An open-ended discussion is one in 
which there is not a pre-planned point to make. Each 
pupil shares his/her ideas and others react to them. 
A good open-ended discussion requires soma very 
specific skills from both the teacher and pupils. 
The selection of five poems and two folktales was 
in keeping with the overall philosophy of encourag­
ing both pupils and teachers , who were involved in 
the pilot study, to become increasingly responsible 
for making suggestions and recommendations while 
the course was being shaped and reshaped. The pupils 
considered the curriculum and text selection along 
with the teachers (see Appendix A). Stenhouse (1975) 
remarks that: 
th•n to b• North p�ttin9 to th• t•st of 
pr•ctic•. 
th• (carricala•> proposal is not to b• r•9•rded 
as •n anqaalified reco••endation bat rather as 
• provisional specification cl•i•in9 no •ore 
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Classroom research is normally associated with out­
side researchers measuring the outcomes and effects 
of classroom activities. In the context of this 
study, the phrase "teacher-based" has a different 
meaning. It implies that the teacher is actively 
engaged in critically reflecting on his or her 
teaching of Zulu poetry and folktales by utilising 
classroom-based research methods. Marsh et al make 
the point that: 
It can be argued that teachers should not 
merely be involved in activities which enable 
them to implement curriculum materials more 
effectively, but they should engage in wide­
ranging inquiries of concern to them. 
The project team at Arena Park Secondary had the 
liberty to choose some of the selection of Zulu lit­
erature for study by their targetted population and 
to make several decisions concerning materials and 
methods to be employed in their classrooms. 
The educational philosophy of this study was under­
pinned by guidelines advocated b.y Skilbeck (1'384 : 
18-1 '3): 
* the curriculu• is, for the learner and the
teacher, •ade up of experiences of v•Iue1
developed by the teacher and learner to9ether
fro• a close and sy•pathetic appraisal of
the learners needs and his (sic) characteris-
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-tics as a learner.
* freedom for teacher and for pupils is a necessary
condition for the fall educational potential of
these experiences to be realised. This freedom
should extend to allow the teacher to define the
obJectives; set targets; select learning content;
modulate the range and tempo of learning tasks;
determine what is appropriate in the form of both
criteria and techniques; and assess the extent to
which the potential value of the learning situat­
ion has been realised.
* Teachers, if suitably trained, can act effectively
as curriculum developers, but part of the necess­
ary support system is an in-service education
programme.
Opportunities for in-service education were made avail­
able to the project team on a regular basis - this being 
the responsibility of the researcher. Key to the research 
was the understanding that the participants should have 
the primary resposibility for determining the curriculum 
content, the resources needed for the content, and teach­
ing, learning and evaluation procedures. Skilbeck (1974 
and 1984) crystalizes the idea as follows: 
teacher and learner working together to produce the 
curriculum 




developed at the school-level and for there to be shared 
decision-making by all participants, especially teachers 
and pupils. The researcher was of the opinion that pupils 
could also provide opinions and advice which could be 
influential in determining decisions about the innovatory 
Zulu literature programme. However, it has to be conceded 
that pupils' level of influence in innovatory programmes 
has always been minimal in most school communities. It is 
a truism that externally imposed literature textbooks and 
syllabuses define educational values and set certain 
standards which are, of course, important from the stand­
point of the individual as well as for national and 
social purposes; however, they make the spontaneity, 
flexibility and diver5ity which are an equally important 
part of education much more difficult to achieve. 
The Sample used in this study 
All candidates who took Grade 8 at Arena Park Secon­
ary School in Chatsworth (Ex: House of Delegates) in 
1994 constituted the sample. Pupil and class distr­
ibution table is given on page 39. The SBCD activity 
was adopted by a small group of teachers as part of 
a short-term plan to provide feedback on problems 
and issues in implementing the teaching of Zulu oral 
poetry and folktales at the Junior Secondary phase. 
Participant Observation 
The participant observer ( the researcher was also 
an implementor of the the Zulu Literature programme) 
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conducted his research by Joining the project team, 
participating to a greater or lesser extent in their 
activities in order to achieve an understanding of 
the meanings and perceptions of its members, but 
retaining a degree of detachment as an observer and 
recording observations and conversations. The part­
icipant observer took part in classroom activity to 
observe the attitudes and behaviour of teachers and 
pupils. Participant observation is described by 
Simon (1986 , 24) as a a 
rese•rch t•chniqa• Hh•r•by th• r•s••rch inv•sti9•tor 
Joins th• 9roap h• <sic> Nish•s to stady •nd 
sh•r•s in their d•y-to-d•y •xp•ri•nc•s throagh 
9enaine f•c•-to-f•ce inter•ction. 
Simon adds (1986 :14) that such a strategy, if empl­
oyed: 
•ov•s •H•Y fro• the i•position of c•te9ori•s fro•
•bov•, to • procedare Hhere infor••l t•chniqa•s •r•
as•d in such • H•Y th•t the t•r9et popal•tion itself 
9•n•r•t•s th• i•port•nt r•se•rch issa•s <craci•l 
issa•s>. 
Here the researcher entered into the project prag­
matically, recognizing the problematic nature of 
dynamic, human situations, aware that objectives and 
priorities were constantly evolving, but seeking to 
understand the significant features of the process 
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he was involved with, and illuminating interpretat­
ions of them. Any research worthy of the name must 
be alert for unexpected outcomes, whether good or 
bad. First-hand classroom observation played a large 
part in the research, as did reports and question­
naires from the participating teachers. Indeed, from 
the point of view of suggesting revision to the unit 
teachers' reports and classroom observations were 
considered far more helpful than the formal test 
results. It was found that many of the most import­
ant objectives were to be observed informally in 
classroom activity rather than in paper-and-pencil 
tests. 
The investigator was in a position to meet the 
participating teachers on a very regular basis. It 
must be pointed out that the teachers were not 
averse to classroom visitations. It was possible for 
the investigator to discuss with teachers both in an 
informal and formal way many issues pertaining to 
the implementation of the Zulu literature programme. 
These teachers were visited regularly over a period 
of ten weeks. These visits took the form of part­
icipant observations and also formed the context for 
informal interviewing. In this kind of informal 
interviewing, questions were not asked in any 
specific order, but the interviewer probed certain 
issues (vide Appendix 8). Tha teachers who war■ 
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interviewed were encouraged to elaborate or proffer 
points of view and these were noted by the research­
er. Issues which repeated themselves were selected 
for further exploration. Crossley et al (1984 : 200) 
advocate the participant observation strategy for 
the following reason: 
this study atte•pts to offer neu insights and 
critical perspectives on th• proc•ss of school­
centred innovation, to generate incre•sed 
auareness and understandin9 of the f•ctors that 
influence the functioning of such ch•nge strat­
gies •.• 
By such means, which incorporated documentary 
research within Arena Park Secondary School, 
unstructured interviews, in addition to observ­
ation and direct involvement in implementing 
the teaching of Zulu poetry and folktales, a 
fairly detailed portrayal of the merits, 
problems and constraints was abstracted. 
The researcher did not neglect to enlist the 
participation of the pupils. It was necessary 
to get the opinions and perceptions of those 
pupils who were involved in the project. What 
have been the best and worst features of the 
teaching as they have perceived it? What does 
each individual feel he or aha has got out of 
the experience? CleaYly, the "same" learning 
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experience will mean different things to different 
pupils. But pupils were also encouraged to reflect 
upon what was happening to them during the course 
of studying Zulu poetry and folktales. Pupil views 
were solicited in questionnaires and in discussion 
with a view to eliciting what knowledge, skills and 
attitudes they seemed to be developing and display­
in as they engaged in the learning process as well 
as something about their trials and tribulations 
within the teaching/learning situation. (For example 
of questionnaire, see Appendix C). 
3.4 Semi-structured interviews ( APPENDIX D> 
According to Parlett et al (1972 : 66> : 
Discovering th• views of participants is 
crucial to assessing the i•pact of an 
innovation ••• Interviews vary as to the type of 
informatiom or comment that is sought. 
Though desirable, it was not possible to interview 
every participant. Interviewees were selected 
randomly. The researcher was of the view that a semi 
structured guide was preferable to an unstructured 
guide.The semistructured interview guide consisted 
largely of simple and straightforward questions 
that the least informed member of the group would be 
abla to respond. These semistructured interviews 
were conducted with pupils <N = 30). This group was 
chos•n randomly from a population of 189. All three 
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teachers, each responsible for implementing the 
curriculum innovation in their assigned clases were 
interviewed. In-service courses were vital to enable 
teachers to work collaboratively. There was need to 
plan collectively, share responsibility for develop­
ment direction, as well as each participating. The 
participating teachers had opportunities to share 
information, ideas, new resources, and current 
experiences as teachers of a new literary genre. 
The teachers had to satisfy the following two 
criteria. Firstly, they had to undertake ongoing 
in-service training organized by the researcher as 
there had to be careful orchestration. Implementat­
ion required the clear direction of the many 
players and this group was needed to oversee the 
implementation plan and carry it through. Secondly, 
the teachers had to be teachers of English at the 
Standard six level. 
In order to encourage participants to elaborate on 
the issues and problems, the researcher asked direct 
questions, raised issues, and sought responses from 
all involved. The interview guide consisted largely 
of simple and straightforward questions. According 
to Kumar (1989 : 77) a semistructured interview 
guide is preferable to an unstructured guide for 
three reasons: 
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First, it keeps the discussion focused. Evaluators 
and participants often digress from the subject to 
explore an interesting but totally irrelevant issue. 
Second, it phrases the questions carefully so that 
all present can understand them. Third, a semi­
structured guide facilitates the collection of 
systematic data that can be aggregated for analy­
tical purposes. 
In essence the unstructured interviews generated even 
more data and issues. Stenhouse (1982 : 216) proffers a 
good reason for conducting interviews1 
The people 1 intervieH are particip•nts •nd they are 
observers of the•selves and others; •Y obJect is to 
provide in intervieus the conditions that help the• 
talk reflectively about their observations and 
experience. It is their observations I •• after, not 
The researcher used a taperecorder when he could. It was 
intended to protect the interviewees against misrepresen­
tation and it preserved a full record. When this was not 
possible, the researcher made notes on paper divided into 
two columns - one column was used for running contents 
list or minutes of points made, the other column being 
reserved for verbatim quotation. This phase went reason­
ably well. The researcher was aware that tape-recording 
interviews with teachers depended upon their goodwill, 




with which taperecordings could be used. The time 
spent with each teacher varied according to the 
availability of staff for interviewing. The researc­
her generally interviewed project teachers and 
pupils. The researcher recorded the classroom exper­
ience, the response of pupils, teachers and the ways 
in which the effects of the project were perceived 
by teachers and pupils. In interviews with individ­
ual project teachers, the researcher sought specific 
information on how the project was communicated to 
them and how they, in turn, communicated the project 
to pupils, the kind of training they had received, 
how they viewed this in the light of their 
experience and how they met the demands of the 
innovative curriculum. As time went on, other issues 
emerged and were explored. 
Construction of interview schedules 
When constructing questions to be used in the inter­
view schedule, the investigator always had to ask 
himself the following question: ''Is it absolutely 
necessary to have this information?" It was crucial 
to include only those questions which related to the 
research themes. Simon (1985) offers some hints to 
be used when constructing questions when he quotras 
Wiseman and Aron (1970 : 39-40): 
Is a question useful? Does it get at the 
desired infor•ation? Is it possibl• th•t 
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respondents will have the information necessary 
to answer the question? Are several questions 
needed on a specific topic in order to cover it 
adequately? Is the question free from bias? Is 
the wording of the question clear? Does it 
contain words that the avera9e respondent may 
not understand? 
Questions were worded in everyday language and the 
use of technical terms were avoided as much as 
possible in the construction of the interview 
schedules. Respondents were introduced to basic 
ZL1lu literary termin,:,lc,gy such as: "imb,:,ngi" (p,.;,f?t), 
"Izib,:,ngo" (p·l"aise pc,etY'y), "Izinganekwane" ( fc,lk­
tale), "KwesL1kesL1kela 11 "C,:,si ,:,:,si", "Iyaphela Lapha" 
"Siyayibc,nga; yamnanc.li: ". Names c,f animals, kings, 
plants and supernatural elements were provided to 
p1.1pils (wc,r·ksheets) and to teachers at the in-· 
service courses. The use of repetition, simile, 
metaphor, apostrophe, alliteration, hyperbole, 
personification, symbolism, bold imagery, assonance, 
euphemism and description (poetic compositional 
techniques and figures of speech) was dealt with 
on a continuous basis at the in-service courses for 
teachers who participated in the research. 
Once the questions for the interview schedule for 
teachers (i.e. phase two of the study) had been 
completed, the investigator checked this aspect 
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the research design with one teacher, selected 
randomly from the actual group with whi�h tt,e study 
would deal. According to Simon (1986 : 47): 
the pre-test should prove valuable in demon­
strating redundant quest.ions, ambiguity and 
bias. 
Backstrom and Hursh <in Simon, 1986 : 48) are also 
of the opinion that: 
the pre-test is run under actual field condit­
ions on the people in the actual community or 
population with which the study will deal. 
In the actual interviews, no difficulties were 
encountered with the wording of the questions. There 
was no need, therefore, for improvement or reworking 
of �he questions. 
3.5 Objective Description 
Test scores cannot be considered in isolation; they 
form merely one section of the data profile. Inter­
est lies not so much in relating different test 
scores, but in accounting for them using the study's 
findings as a whole. While concentrating on observ­
ation and interviews, the researcher does not eschew 
paper-and-pencil tests because he was of tt,e view 
that free and fixed-response formats could be 
included to obtain quantitative summary data and 
also open-ended comment. According to Stake (1967): 
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The researcher was aware that innovations are 
vulnerable to manifold influences. The use of 
reflective diaries provided the researcher with data 
on how the innovatory programme operated; how it was 
influenced by various situations in which it was 
applied; what those directly concerned regarded as 
advantages and disadvantages. It aimed to discover 
and document what it was like to be participating in 
the implementation of the innovatory programme. In 
short, it sought to address and to illuminate an 
array of questions - participants were asked to 
prepare written comments and to compile work diaries 
that recorded their day-to-day activities, anxieties 
and observations of the programme over a specific 
period of time.The researcher discovered that the 
assembly of participants' observations and comments 
served a useful purpose. The participants' comments 
and perceptions were seen as central to the study,as 
these would form the basis for subsequent recommend­
ations. It was unlikely that participants would 
exaggerate or give a totally biased picture about 
implementing the teaching of Zulu oral literature 
when they were aware that the programme belonged to 
them (as the users). The rapport and trust built 
with the participants was one of the primary issues 
that was considered. The use of diaries further 
allowed the investigator to get as much information 
as was possible from the respondents. 
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The participating teachers were aware that the impl-
ementation process was multidimensional, involving 
changes at a number of different levels. Five comp­
onents of implementation were identified. These 
involved changes in organization, materials, role 
and behaviour, knowledge and beliefs. Teachers were 
required to prepare written comments, over the 
period of the study, on the following aspects: 
# personal and cultural obstacles; 
# conflicts and confusions; 
# constraints upon the implementation of the 
content; 
# planning for implementation; 
# tensions between their role as teacher and 
implementor; 
# adaptability and inventiveness; 
# understanding of the relationship between the 
content and process; 





# knowledge and beliefs; 
# collegial approaches; 
# techniques and methodologies employed; 
# accessibility of texts and references; 
# support strategies in place; 
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# pupils' attitudes to the course; 
» sLrengths and weaknesses of the programme;
# frustrations and resentments, if appli�able; 
# de-skilling; 
# pros and cons of the new programme; 
I effective practices for implementation; 
# perceptions of the teaching/learning situation; 
# changes in attitudes and teaching behaviours. 
Participants were also encouraged to comment on the 
following issues: 
# Did the selection of poems and folktales provide 
teachers and pupils with an initial understanding 
of some traditional themes, motifs, beliefs, and 
values expressed in Zulu oral literature? 
# What were the teachers' attitudes to teaching the 
content, to the task of lesson preparation, and tu 
the methodology employed? 
# What was the nature/measure of interaction among 
teachers engaged in the implementation of the 
literary genre and on issues such as teaching the 
basic content of Izibon90 and Izin9anekwane? 
In the analysis of the diaries, the researcher will look 
for emerging patterns, overlapping points of view, 
similarities and differences in the opinions of the res­
pondents and on their perceptions of the effectiveness of 
the course. 
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ObseYvations, inteYviews with participants and 
participants' reflective diaries were all combined 
to collect data on problems, issues and other 
significant features relevant to the study. The 
model described here takes account of several 
contexts in which an innovative programme functions. 
It aims to discover and document what it is like to 
b• participating in the new programme, whether as 
teacher or pupil; and, in addition, to discern and 
analyse the innovation's most significant features. 
The three stages overlap and functionally inter­
relate. The transition from stage to stage, as the 
investigation unfolded, occurred as the problem 
areas and issues became progressively clarified and 
redefined. Beginning with an extensive data base,the 
investigator systematically reduced the breadth of 
his inquiry to give more concentrated attention to 
the emerging issues.Within this three-staged frame­
work, an information profile was assembled using 
data collected from four areas: observations, inter­
views, questionnaires and tests, and documentary 
SOUYCes. 
The investigator was guided by Parlett et al's 
(1973 : 71-72) approach to research of innovatory 
programmes: 
#h•n •n innov•tion c••••• to b• •n •b1tr•ct 
conc•pt or pl•n, •nd b•co••s p•rt of th• 
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teaching in a school or college, it assumes a 
different form altogether ••• it is not an 
instructional system as such but its trans­
lation and enactment by teachers and students 
that is of concern to the researcher. 
In acknowledging the contribution of Parlett et al 
(1973), it became imperative to study the innovatory 
programme through the medium of its performance and 
to adopt a research style and methodology that was 
appropriate. The crucial figures in the working of 
the innovation -learners and teachers - became his 
chief preoccupation. Observation linked with 
discussion and inquiry enabled him to develop an 
informed account of the innuvation in operation. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The framework for reporting the outcomes of this study is 
also the study of the information/data received, which, 
inter alia, produces the following issues, concerns and 
problems: 
* Limitations of the current literature curriculum in
secondary schools
* Interference Phenomena in the implementation of the
Zulu literature programme
* Implementation Factors
* New skills and understandings required of the front-
line implementors
* Accessibility of texts
• Teachers' attitudes towards the teaching of Zulu
literature in the regular language arts curriculum
* Pupils' attitudes towards the learning of Zulu lit­
erature
* Strengths and successes of the implementation i.e.
content and process
* Initiatives by teachers towards improving the teach­
ing/learning situation
* Focus on pupils
* Teachers' perceptions - Will traditional Zulu liter­
enrich the whole language arts curriculum?
* Nmgotiated curriculum in which pupll■ hava a part in
the selection of the content
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* INSET education for monolingual teachers on a regul­
ar basis/ workshops and seminars
* Collaborative planning and implementation within the
school and among those involved ( i.e teachers and
pupils)
* Contextual factors for change
* Pastoral issues / collegiate approach to curriculum
management i.r.o. implementing the teaching of Zulu
oral literature in the language arts curriculum at
the junior secondary phase
* Methodological difficulties
* Zulu Literature - rewarding and relevant?





ANALYSIS OF TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS 
Reasons For Including Zulu Literature in the 
�:Regular" Langµage Arts Curriculum 
On� teacher when asked the following question: 
" Sh,:,uld Zulu 1 iter-ature bf? inc:,:,ypor,,�ted inti:, th<·? 
language ar·t�, 1::ur·ri 1:Ll Llm at yoLir s,:hc11:,l?" 
answered, "Yes", When prc:,bed f,:,r reas,:,ns fc,r 
her- answer, she said: 
There is a perpetuation of what I call 
" The Above Excellent Syndrome - that is, 
anything related to black people, in order 
to be acceptable, has to be super-superior. 
In our search for the best literature, we 
omit some of the most relevant literature 
as it speaks to our pupils at this moment 
in our history. 
Another teac:her r-esponded in this way: 
Certainly teachers should use those poems 
and folktales that speak eloquently of the 
African experience in this country, so that 
all students should be exposed to and made 
aware of the exotic culture and rich literary 
heritage of significant people in our land. 
These statements summed up the blatant misnomer 
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in the English curriculum taught at this Secondary 
School. The teachers weye of the opinion that 
poetry and folktales have been the Zulu's most 
popular vehicles of literary communication; 
however, its total lack of inclusion in literature 
anthologies is well known to the concerned observer. 
A rather perceptive comment was made by one of the 
t•acheYs intarviewedc 
Th• impl•mentation of Zulu oral literature is impor­
tant not only for th• black stud•nt, it is important 
for all other students and teach•r•. It is, however, 
more important for the black student at this point 
in tim• who has, for so long b•an daniad th• b•auty 
of its •xa■ple, thereby causing himlh•r to grow up 
with a distorted ••lf i•ag•. Now that schools ar• 
op•n to childr•n of all races, what happens to the 
Zulu-speaking child as he/sh• sits in the language 
class and discovers that his/her very presence is 
b•ing deni•d by th• o•i••ion of his/h•r lit•ratur• 
from the curriculum? 
The teachers also made some very forthright state­
m■nts concerning the importance of including poetry 
and folktales in the language arts curriculum at 
this school. One of the paYticipating teachers had 
this to say: 
T•xtbook• in our country are notable for their 
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absenc• of indiganeous writers. To my
mind, foundations are what teachers build. If they 
teach a literature that is markedly without Zulu 
composars, thay are saying implicitly each day, boys 
and girls, let's open our books today and read about 
what white paopl• do and think. So•• teachers do not 
know thay are implying that only whit• people hava 
don• any thinking, faeling, achiaving worth setting 
down. Is it this tragic foundation Language teachers 
seek to build? 
Yet another teacher felt that if Zulu literature is 
to studied, it should be as serious and demanding as 
is any other literature: 
It should be taught in sequence or as part of trad­
ition. In other words, Zulu literature should be 
placed in trua historical context when it is presen­
ted to studants. Th• literature of the Zulus not 
only has value in itself, it can have value for th• 
the language arts curriculum as well. For the Zulu 
experience in South Africa, as reflected in liter­
ature, history, and culture, has most certainly 
helped to mould the South African experience. 
Th• respondents seemed to concur that there was no 
better way to create viable and more positive 
relationships among people in this province than 
through the study of relevant literature. They were 
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hopeful that Zulu literature would be included 
increasingly and at a faster pace in literature 
classes across the KwaZulu-Natal Province. 
The learning experiences provided by the study of 
Zulu poetry and folktales (see Appendix A) greatly 
exceeded the expectations of the investigator. The 
increase in understanding of another cultur• by our 
teachers and students was apparent. Their curiosity 
was boundless as was their enthusiasm. The stud•nts 
who participated in this study agreed that Zulu 
poetry and folktales should become a permanent part 
of the literature curriculum. In class discussions, 
they exhibited a great willingne•s to share ideas 
and revelations. One young lady perhaps revealed the 
feelings of the entire group when she candidly 
confessed that prior to studying Zulu literature she 
thought all Zulus were primitives living in mud 
huts. The poetry and folktales rated wide acceptance 
by the students and provided a good medium for dev­
eloping insights. Since the study followed shortly 
after the first democratic elections in South Africa 
the students felt a sense of immediacy about the 
whole project and indicated their interest in 
discussions. Books on Zulu art and culture borrowed 
from the library and other collections were within 
easy reach throughout the study. The class discuss­
ions revealed a lively interest in tha message and 
4.1.2 
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morals of the folktales. 
Participant's Reflective Diary 
The following perceptions were extracted from the 
diary of one of the teachers who participated in the 
teaching of Zulu poetry and folktales for the first 
time in her teaching career: 
Bein9 a first time teacher of traditional Zulu lit­
erature, l Has apprehensive about embarkin9 on the 
task of implementin9 the teaching of this genre to 
my Std 6 pupils. 
My method of teaching involved firstly, the teaching 
of the background, characterization, poetry as a 
vehicle of ideas, the social context, the cultural 
and historical context. l dHelt at length on the 
significance of the character, Shaka. 
Thereafter, a discussion ensued on the pupils' oHn 
role models and heroes. The pupils Here soon able to 
relate to the idea of "praise" and its significance 
in poetry. The teacher discussed the role of exagg­
eration as a means of expressing awe and admiration 
for Shaka < regular feature in praise poetry). 
Finally, the teacher embarked on the first reading 
of the poem. Thereafter, pupils discussed their 
feelings and understandings of the poem. The second 
reading of the poem involved the highlighting of 
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the recurring figures of speech and other tradition­
formulas such as simile, metaphor, assonance, allit­
eration, hyperbole, personification, apostrophe, 
repetition and linking and bold imagery. ( I was 
greatly assisted by the on-going in-service training 
and the workshops conducted at school. Also, there 
was on-going discussion between teachers involved in 
the pilot project in so far as the sharing of ideas 
and information was concerned.) An explanation of 
Zulu terminology was also necessary and the avail­
ability of references and other resources helped to 
overcome this limitation. 
As a first time experience of teaching traditional 
Zulu literature, I found the exercise exhilarating 
and worthwhile. 
The next step undertaken by the abov� tea�her was to 
elicit the feelings and attitudes of her pupils to 
study of Zulu literature. The following data has 
relevanLe: 
Initially the pupils regarded this literature uith 
distaste, presumably because they uere used to a 
particular category of literature and had never 
encountered Zulu poetry and folktales before. 
Gradually, as they began to understand the purpose, 
style and content of Zulu literature there was a neu 
auakening to its value and relevance. 
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The pupils were also a bit apprehensive about read­
ing the poems and folktales out aloud as they were 
having difficulty with the pronunciation of the Zulu 
names and terms. This was expected and the teacher 
overcame this difficulty by enlisting the assistance 
of the few Zula-speaking pupils in her class. An 
important development that was noted by the teacher 
was that the "Indian" pupils thereafter regarded 
their Zulu colleagues with a great degree of 
respect. Most of the pupils, after the initial bout 
of giggles, soon warmed to the exercises and were 
adventurous enough to participate in the oral read­
ings and ensuing discussions. These were heartening 
occasions where the "Indian" children were learning 
with their African classmates and a sense of respect 
and camaraderie developed in the classroom. 
In my opinion, as a teacher of literature, the 
teaching of Zulu poetry and folktales would be of 
definite academic benefit, as well as social benefit 
to all pupils. Such literature may be one instrument 
that could enhance the process of unity and under­
standings across cultures, especially at the school 
level. Most of the students in my class felt that 
the study of Zulu literature had been very relevant. 
A few students expressed the opinion that it should 
be integrated into the general language arts 
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rather than isolate it. 
For me as the teacher, the most valuable outcome of 
the study was the realization that for learning to 
be meaningful to pupils and teachers, it must be 
presented within the context of the Zulu culture. 
(transcript) 
As a research genre, diary studies are part of a 
growing body of literature on �lassroom research 
that throws much light on the implementation of an 
innovative programme. In this study, participating 
teachers, were:• en,_,:,uragf:.'ic.l to d,:,cL,ment first-·persc:.:,n 
accounts through regular and candid entries in 
respect of their experiences in implementing the 
teaching of Zulu poetry and folktales to non­
speakers. 
The purpose here is to briefly review some of the 
insights gained by teachers who kept diaries. The 
investigator sought to analyse the diaries of two 
teachers. In this context, the teachers developed 
individual written accounts of their classroom 
experiences and their subsequent reflections on the 
teaching/learning process. The resulting diaries 
focussed on issues related to lesson planning, time 
management, problems faced by teachers of a new 
literary genre and student-teacher relations. One 
of the teachers commented directly on the benefits 
of conducting a diary �Ludy: 
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The study showed the role the diary played in defin­
ing a personal philosophy of teaching Zulu literat­
ure and it reflected problems with building an image 
of what a classroom looks like and what the 
teachers' role are in project-based learning. Keep­
ing a diary helped me very much in clarifyin9 my 
thoughts and feelings about teaching and learning a 
new literary genre and ways of handling problems 
that came forth. 
Another teacher noted that keeping a diary helped 
her 
to sort out recurring issues, important questions, 
and points to keep an eye on in the future. 
Yet another teacher commented on the writing process 
in her discussion of reflective teaching: 
Probably the best means of observation is to record 
our practice ••• we take the first step in reflecting 
on and about our practice. 
The following diary entries enabled the researcher 
to gain useful insights into the study undertaken 
at his school: 
As a monolingual teacher, I can make a valuable con­
tribution to the teaching of Zulu literature despite 
my limited knowledge of the language. The introduct­
ion of Zulu in the language arts curriculum can 
raise the standards of support teaching and the 
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language arts curriculum as a whole in the 
Seconda(y school. The intentic,n of this study w,:,uld 
not so much be to teach students Zulu but to help 
them to appreciate that suciety's literature. 
Zulu literature is bound to integrate new cult­
ures and ideas, and open up traditional persp­
ectives and areas and involve monolingual 
teachers and students in a new and exciting 
discipline ... the subject of a praise poem may 
be a nation, a person or an animal. Among other 
genres in these traditional possessions are 
myths and legends .. there is a .trong dramatic 
element and these emotional experiences are 
expressed communally in song, speech, and 
action. The language arts curriculum should be 
attentive to the real cultures of the people in 
our country. 
The resear�her's examination of the participants' diaries 
was used tu further dUgment his insights into the sLudy. 
The following excerµts from the participants' diaries 
highlighted important issues pertinent to this study: 
Implementation of Zulu poetry and folktales 
gave both teachers and students choices and 
allowed for change and enthusiasm. It helps to 
get rid of those draggy literature courses that 
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do the same thing year after year, stifling students 
and teachers alike. 
Three valuable pointers were proffered by teachers invol­
ved in the study. One reports that: 
The implementation of Zulu literature is not a 
panacea, not an overnight solution to the doldrums 
in the language arts curriculum. It does offer an 
opportunity for excitement, enthusiasm and choice. 
But it also offers opportunity for mistakes, for 
serious error, and for new problems unless we 
proceed with some caution and foresight. Implement­
ers must be wary and knowledgeable about the 
possible pitfalls. The mechanics of implementing 
the Zulu literature programme are complex and need 
much preplanning. I have employed methods with which 
I have felt most comfortable and confident but I am 
not sure that these were the best methods. 
An impul'"tc:1r1t ,:or,cern was e:,;pressed by the second t1:.�ai:her: 
Have we as front-line implementors decided if the 
introduction of Zulu literature programme will be 
heterogeneous or homogeneneous? The trend in our 
study appears to be toward heterogeneity. It does 
produce the familiar result that many slow students 
say the courses are too fast, and many bright 
students complain that they are too slow. 
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The thi·rd teacher was ,:c,ncerned that the implemf?ntation 
became ti::u:, content-or ienlt::•d and that shE� believed that 
teacheY-student Yelations were adversely affected. She 
wrc,te: 
Do we become mainly content-oriented? Does it mean 
that we become primarily concerned with getting 
through a certain body of poetry and folktales in a 
certain period of time, and the students become of 
less importance. I found it difficult to provide the 
extra teaching some students needed beyond the ten­
week period. The most distressing part of the prog­
ramme is that the student-teacher relationships had 
become quite impersonal. 
The above concerns are not difficult to undeYstand when 
one realises that the implementation of the new literary 
genre involved new approaches that clearly involved more 
experimentation, inquiry and discovery on the part of 
teachers and students. Research indicated that the 
tea,:her who generally employed a limited repetoire of 
tasks in her regular lessons experienced difficulty in 
providing a wide vari8ty of learning strateyies for her 
classes. Observation of this teacher in the classroom 
1-evealed the fc,llc,wing issL1es:
* Minimal student teacher interaction
* limited scope of student response
* overcontrolled lesson
* too much instr·uctional lari£1uage
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-IE- didn't ,:.::,pitc:,l l�;e ur, ,:,pp,:,rtllnit ies f ,:,r o:.c,mmuni,::at--
ion as they arose 
* objectives Llnclear
* answered own questions
* no opportllnities for digressions -students eager
to talk abollt similarities between written and
oral literatllre was not followed up
* introduced too much content and didn't give lime
for digestion and discussion - no encouragement
for stlldents to listen to each other
* no cohesion - students' responses not taken up
On the other hand, lhe researcher was privileged to 
observe the implementation of the programme in i:.:lassrooms 
where teachers reflected beliefs, attitudes and proced­
ures that facilitatod the implementation process. These 
included: 
* inten�e student-teacher interaction
* variety of activities including choral verse,
dramatization, mime, song and movement, etc.
* lesson cohesion
* interesting presentation - authentic material
·IE- fr i end l y, r <·? L':1 :,; ed manner -- an i matc ;?d 1 ess,:,111,s
* teachar's language well �ontrolled (storytelling)
Wf.�11 ci::,ntrol led, interesting ,:c,nte:,;t
* good preparation and sense of order
* students were interested - promoted research
* individual and small-group tasks, whole-group
d is,:ussi,:,n
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All the teachers stated there was a need for cultural 
input and that, in some cases, there was not enough cult­
ural information provided foy the task of teaching the 
folktal• to be completed successfully. HoweveY, what 
became obvious was that the implementoYs weye encouyaged 
to become theiY own classroom researchers and this had a 
beneficial effect in areas of the Zulu liteYatuYe CUYYic­
ulum. In particular, it had great potential for profess­
ional self-development and renewal. Th• participants weYe 
compelled to undertake awareness activities aimed at 
orientating them to salient featuyes of the Zulu cultuYal 
mili•u and the traditional compositional contexts which 
weYe cYucial for implementing the teaching of indigeneous 
literature in their Yespective classYooms. There was the 
Yealization that poetYy and folktales were inextricably 
linked with the cultuYe of the Zulu community. 
4.1.3 
4.1.3.1 
DATA GATHERED �ROH QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED TO 
STUDENTS 
At the end of the pilot study, an attitudinal ques­
tionnaiye was administeYed to the students. This was 
crucial for the Yesearcher. Has the implementation 
of the tYaditional literaYy component woyked? Have 
th• students expressed any measurable change in 
attitude toward Zulu literatuye aftaY tan weaks? 
What was their reaction to the course? 
QUEST/OHS 
Given the opportunity, would you study Zulu liter-
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-erature about the same or more?
Of the 50 respondents, 38 indicated that they would like 
to study more Zulu poetry and folktales, while 9 students 
indicated that only a few examples of Zulu literature 
should be incorporated into their regular literature arts 
curriculum. Three students felt that only English litera­
ture ought to be studied at their school. Those in 
favour of increasing the component wanted to learn more
about the Zulu people. The others commented that the 
study of Zulu literature involved difficult terms and 
cultural concepts that were foreign to them. 
4.1.3.2 How significant are the following aspects of Zulu 
poetry and folktales in order of importance? 
a) entertainment
b) reflection of traditional Zulu life
c) an art form
d> a tool for social change
The majority of students stated that it was primarily an 
art form and a reflection of traditional Zulu life. A few 
maintained that the poems and folktales were significant 
tools for changing contemporary views of what a valid and 
relevant literature curriculum should be in Secondary 
schools. 
4.1.3.3 What is your view of the content of Zulu literat­
ure? 
The students (50) responded as follows: 
2 students felt it was not literature at all; 
5 students felt it was poor literature <Is literat­
ure but lacks style and good themes) 
4.1.3.4 
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3 students stated that it was mediocre litera­
turE�i 
7 students stated that it was average litera­
tL.lrE' C:EnterL":\inins_i l ib?r,::1tu·re; appe�":\11;; to 
emotions and demands much from the intel-
1 (�•= t ) 
13 students maintained that it was good liter­
ature - it appealed to both emotions and 
intellect and has literary merit) 
20 students regarded it as superior literature. 
Zulu literature ranks with the best we have 
studiE�d to date. 
What is your opinion of the programme that was 
introduced over the ten weeks? 
The following opinions were recorded by the 
the structure, style and content of Zulu poetry 
and folktales, especially the moral value of the 
fol kt ales. 11 
11 This literatun.=� unit was the mc,st stimulating, 
thought-provoking classroom experience I have had 
ting. Teachers should replace English novels and 
poet·ry with tradition.:-,il literature. After all, it 
is better to study the literature of one's own 





Qualitative research methods were used to collect 
and analyse data. An in-depth, open-ended interview 
was conducted with each of the participating 
teachers. The participants received, in advance, 
several questions which they were asked to think 
about prior to the meeting with the researcher . The 
participants were encouraged to provide detailed 
experiences. 
IN-SERVICE TRAINING (INSET) 
Did they find val�e in in-service trainin9? 
Teachers con�urred that they need to be constantly 
learning and developing their own ideas and practice 
and that INSET was therefore vital. As the programme 
for implementation was new to both students and 
teachers, there was need to plan collectively. There 
was a sharing of ideas, information, new resources 
and the chance to discuss needs, develop relation­
ships, and overcome conflicts, problems, and mis­
understandings. Teachers adopted the literary 
approach whereby the end-product of the oral trad­
itional creations (poetry and folktales) can be 
analysed acc�rding to criteria similar Lo those used 
for written literature, but also kept in mind the 
criteria linked with oral style as externalised in 
performance. Continuous INSET training �onducted by 
the resear�her focussed on a variety of issues such 
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* Introdu�tion to Zulu oral tradition;
* Oral and written traditions;
* Why study oral literature?;
* Traditional Zulu poetry and prose forms;
* Oral characteristics of traditional narratives;
* Divisions of Prose narratives;
* Functions of Folktales;
* Narrative Structures in folktales;
* Texture, Text, and Context;
* The Folktale as Narrative Fiction;
* Critical reviews;
* Formative influences i.r.o. the Folktales;
* Themes - Factual and Concrete;
* Themes - Abstract concepts;
* Imagery, simile, personification, symbolism;
-IE Forni -· Openin9 ar,d Closing F,:,rmulae;
* Scope ar,d Appr,:,a,:h.
The desirability of Inset was summed up by one of the 
participants: 
Numerous problems and difficulties arose in init-
iating and implementing the Zala literature 
programme, albeit in translation, largely because 
all of as were inexperienced - we lacked the basic
skills and knowledge necessary to plan, implement
and evaluate the teaching/learning paradigm. The
In-service programmes represented a valuable form
of professional development characterised by approc­
hes which familiarised as with techniques and
skills to apply in the literature classroom. The on­
going programmes succeeded, to some extent, in prov-
iding me with skills appropriate to the implementat­
ion of the innovation. Also, there was appropriate
training and support and sufficient time to plan my
programmes as well as opportunities to review my
literature, I can say that I am now in a position to 
implement an introductory Zala literature programme. 
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Analysis of teachers' perceptions of school-based 
approaches and collaborative approaches to implementation 
Clark (1987 : 136) maintains that: 
The two most important factors in school-focused 
curriculum renewal are the quality of relationships 
between participants and the sharing of responsib­
ility .. the most important contribution that a pro­
ject leader can make is to ensure that the diverse 
strengths, energies and personalities of those 
involved are harnessed and forged together harmon­
iously. The sort of accountability that seems to 
work best in curriculum renewal is not managerial .. 
but rather one of mutual responsibility. 
Any one of the problems - personalities, poor attitudes 
to collaborative approa�hes, poor attitudes to the proj­
ect itself, communication breakdowns, different assumpt-
ions about appropriate materials and methodology and an 
unwillingness to compromise, lack of time, di�cipline 
problems in the classroom, students who do not like Zulu 
literature or students who do not enjoy the lessons, can 
easily cause a breakdown in the implementation of the 
programme. The researcher was interested to know what 
happens when a group of teachers and learners are involv-
ed collaboratively in implementation. 
The study revealed some con�erns about collaborative 
teaching. The views of teachers regarding some pitfalls 
or disadvantages were elicited from the participants. 
One teacher maintained: 
Sometimes situations of shared responsibility can 
result in no one taking full responsibility. It is 
important for collaborative teaching partners to be 
very clear about who must accomplish what tasks and 
at uhat times. 
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Yet another responded: 
Ue have been Harking in a situation Hhere oar 
teaching goals were compatible •• we agreed to modify 
oar approaches on the basis of inpat from students. 
On occasions, serioas problems arose in situations 
where the collaborating partners had different 
goals, incompatible approaches to teaching, or Hide­
ly divergent teaching styles. There were instances 
in Hhich the teachers woald saggest contradictory 
solations to problems that arose in implementation 
of the literary programme. I strongly believe that 
teachers themselves should make the decision, first, 
as to whether or not to enter into a collaborative 
teaching arrangement. Second, and perhaps, more 
importantly, teachers themselves shoald decide who 
their teaching partner(s) will be. 
The advantages of collaborative teaching arrangements 
are reviewed briefly. Whilst teachers had a few reservat­
ions, they generally supported collaborative teaching 
experiences - working together could be both extremely 
beneficial and somewhat frustrating. In implementing the 
teaching of Zulu literature, there was a conscious effort 
to maximize the benefits and minimize the frustrations 
involved. 
One of the teachers who gained from the approach 
stated: 
For me personally, collaborative teaching fits in 
very well Hith my Harking style. I have trouble 
working from scratch in implementing new programme�, 
so the teamwork gives me the feedback that I need to 
get ideas, and to bounce my oHn development of ideas 
off someone else. 
Another teacher reported: 
There are a variety of things that two or more 
teachers can do better than any one of alone. For 
example, one day the students were given an activity 
involving characterisation, plot and theme of 
"Noqandakazana". A colleague, who had made an in­
depth study of the folktale was able to provide much 
of the information that was required. As a result, I 
was able to conduct an interesting review with my 
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students. I think collaborative teaching in this 
study lent itself to sound group work, participation 
-oriented classes and interpretive information.
From the interviews, it was clear that the teachers 
conditionally endorsed a bottom-up, school-based approach 
to curriculum implementation. Teachers wanted greater 
support as they planned and implemented the literature 
programme. 
The following submissions received provided lhe research­
er with insights into those areas and issues that pre-
occupied front-line implementors as they enacted the Zulu 
literature programme during the course of the project . 










Lack of relevant Zulu literature 
curriculum guidelines or models 
for non-speakers of Zulu 
Not reasonably well informed about 
the tradition and culture uf the 
Zulu nation in order to present a 
proper literary and cultural picture 
in respect of the selections 
Initial lack of some definite over­
all plan and framework of objectives 
Implementation gap - between implem­
entation objectives and their out­
comes in practice 
Methodological issues and interferen­
ce phenomena (linguistic, cultural, 
psychological, attitudinal) 
Philosophy and nature of the program 
Lack of skills or experience on the 











Contending with conflicting priorities­
Teachers were still responsible for other 
class Ltnits invc,lved in the "regular" 
literary curriculum which led to overload 
Heter·ogene�OLts groups and diverse lE)c:\rnf�Y' 
types (pupils) 
Course too short - more time was necessary 
for the implementation of the pilot study 
La�k of appYopriate teaching materidls, 
resources, and professional publications. 
This was resolved as the study pr,:,gressed. 
F'rc,blems caused by stL1dents (e.g. irreg 
ulaY attendance, class size too large) 
Lack of time for consultation and commun­
icat i,:,n 
Content (needs analysis, student profiles, 
course outline, description of methodology 
les!::>un plc:1r1, materialb/refeYences, assess­
ment strategies) 
It fell to the reseaYcher to develop activities and pYoc­
edures to prepare the participants for the study. This 
was ,:,�•nc:lucted 011 an ,_,n-·9oing basis. F'·repa(ation pr·acti,:es 
were divided into those that were experiential and those 
that Yaised awareness. Experiential practices involved 
the teachers in aLtual teaching, mainly collaborative or 
peer teaching. Awareness-raising practices were intended 
to develop the teachers' conscious understanding of the 
principles underlying the Zulu literary couYse and some 
practical Lechniques that they could use in ciiffeYent 
lessons. The two types were not mutually exclusive. The 
on-going preparation involved both kinds but awareness-
raising practices predominated the in -service couYses. 
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Zulu literature programme stood or fell with the extent 
to which front-line implementors used new practices with 
degrees of mastery, commitment and understanding. ra�tors 
related to successful implementation were grouped under 
three broad phases of initiation, implementation, and 
institutionalisation. 
Initiation factors 
� a �lear model should exist for the proposed change 
* there needs to be a strong advocate for the change
* there should be an early active initiation estab­
lishing initial commitment, as an elaborate plan­
ning �tage is wasteful of energy.
Implementation factors 
* careful orchestration: implementation requires the
�lear direction of all players; a researcher is
needed to oversee the implementation plan and
�arry it through
* the correct alchemy of pressure and support
* on-going INSET, to maintain commitment as behav­
iours often change before belief.
Institutionalisation factors 
An innovation will be more successful if 
* it becomes embedded into the fabric of everyday
pr· a,: tic e
* it is clearly linked to classroom practice
* it is sub,ject t,_, c, .. mtinuing INSET f,:,r tead1ers
involved in the implementation, to consolidate
commitment.
It was crucial that the researcher had a vision of the 
content and process and the relationship between the two 
t0 promote the project. He had to acknowledge the import­
ance of tea�hers having ownership over the new programme. 
Ownership is the pyocess where teacher commitment to the 
innovation was increasingly acquired. The innovation was 
"thei1' baby" t,:11:, - not just the researcher's! 
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4.3 STANDARDIZED ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT <TEST ADMINISTER­
ED TO STUDENTS) 
At the end of the pilot study, a standardized test 
was administered to 189 students in the standard 6 
classes. The result of the test was used formatively 
to infurrn the researcher and the projeLt teachers 
about the "pi-ogress" ,:,f studenls and the effi,:.;,cy 
and feasibilty of implementing the Zulu literature 
programme at the project school. The data was used, 
also, to give some direLt information about the 
students' achievement in relation to the objectives 
of the course (understandings and attitudes). 
The p,:,<i?m, lzibongo Shaka, (The P·raises c,f Shaka) was 
given as an example (see Appendix A). Five questions 
were asked of the pupils. The first question dealt 
with the comparison between Shaka and the "lt::.:iopard". 
The second question required an understanding of 
Shaka's power as compared to the vulnerability of 
the ",:al f", Zwide. The thi·rd quest ion focused c,n the 
imbongi's use of repetition and refrains. The fourth 
question called for the students' identification of 
figures of expression and appreciation of style. The 
fifth question required students to make value judg­
ments about Zulu literature in general. 
The overall results were as follows: 
Maximum Mar-k: 
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10 ( 100%) 
Of the 189 pupils who wrote the standardized test, 77 
obtained · 80% . It was interesting to note that 16 
students sLored full marks in the test, 34 students 
scored 90%, while another 27 students scored 80% . 
98 students fell in the 40% to 60% range, of which 
43 scored 70% and a further 32 students obtained 60% . 
14 students obtained < 40% . (In the context of this 
study, this does not mean that pupils failed in the 
conventional sense. All showed some understanding of the 
course, especially in the area of value judgments.) 
Thus, in effect, it appeared that the ma.j,:,r ity c,f 
students had succeeded in answering questions key to 
the te:,;ture, te:,;t and ,:,:,nte:,;t c,f the� praise p,: ,ern. If the 
" numbers game" ls anything to g,:, by, ,:,ne may dedu,:e that 
the implementdtion had been relatively succ essful. 
In addition to quantifying the results of the test, the 
researcher felt that some of the written responses of 
the students need to be highlighted because they reflect 
much insight and originality on the part of the students. 
On the questi,:,n: " ShoLtld Zulu tr<:1diti,:,nal literature be 
introduced into th8 language arts curriculum at Arena 
F'ark Sec,:,ndary? Why d,:, y,:,u think s,:,?", the f•�•ll,:,wing 
responses were made by some students: 
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" Yei:.. It will help us to learn i:l.nd under-stand the 
culture and lifestyle of the Zulus. I didn't know 
that they composed pc,ems and fc,lkl:;,::\lf?!,;; ��o well. " 
11 Zulu l it el' at Ltr· E.' gives u .. " a be Lt eY' ur,d.�r st anding c, f 
Zulu ,:ustoms ,':l.nd tY-adit ic,ns. 11 
1
1 Traditi,:,nal Zulu poetY-y is mor-e like a histc,y-y lesson. 
Imbongis use figur-es of speech ver-y well. On reading 
Zulu liteY-ature, I feel that thel'€s' is a lc,t to learn 
from it. I prefeY" Zulu pc,etry tc, English p,:,etY"y. 11 
11 Yes, because we need to be e:-,;pc,sed t,:, other- cultures 
and tY-aditions and one of the best ways of doing this 
is through reading that culture's traditional literat­
ure be,: ause, in a way, it r·efle,:ts the value ,:,f the 
cultural environment. There is tremendous amount of 
value in studying Zulu poetry foy- various reasons. 
FiY-stly, we live in KwaZulu/Natc::,l which is the homelar1d 
of the Zulu tribe. Since we live with Zulus, we should 
know something about them so thaL we can Y-espect their 
culture and knc,w them betteY' . 11 
11 Yes. Ir1stsi::,d ,:,f learning ab,:•Llt wh tte pe,::,ple' s l. itf:?r·-· 
ature, Arena Park is giving us an opportunity to learn 
about the Zulu literature. We should take this oppoY-t­
unity to learn about the cultuy-e, tradition and relig­
ion of OUY' fellow AfY-ican students. This is necessay-y 
n,:,w that c,ur s,: h,:11:,l s al' e Y' a,: i al 1 y mi :r;ed. 11 
II why the Bla�ks do certain things and dance and move 
in a ,:.er't,':l.in way, I know a little m,:,y-e nc,w. " 
11 We as fellc,w S,:,uth AfY-icans have t,:, build a new nc::1tion 
but we can't if we don't understand each other's cult­
ure and background. Zulu literature makes us understand 
aspects of their culture. " 
"By reading Zulu literature I get some idea ,:,f the 
methods they use in their poetry. This poem not only 
talks of Shaka but of the SUY'Y'oundings and the animals 
as well. The poems ar-e ver-y well composed and have the 
same figures of speech that we find in English literat­
ure. 11 
The Y'esaari:.heY' was so fascinated with the infoy-mation in the 
students' answey-s that he was loathe to include only a few. 
There was tY"emendous amount of valuable data in the students' 
responses. It became obvious to the researcher that there had 
been a meclsure of success in the implementation process. 
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What seemed important from the responses of students, 
was the fact that there was a new demand by students that 
their 1 iterature be relevant ··· ,:,ne thc:�t ,:al ls f,�,r persun .. -
al growth and at the same time provides answers to the 
perplexing problems fa�ing a multicultural society. 
The students seem tu be supportive of a more honest study 
of our literary heritage and a more realistic view ..:if the 
world they live in. 
The lsarning �:,;pr�rifm,:e prc,vided by the study greatly 
exceeded the expectations of the researcher . The increase 
in Lmder·standing c,f the ZulLl ,:ultL1re by "Indian" stL1demts 
was apparent. Their curiosiLy and enthusiasm were vastly 
aroused. The poetry and folktales rated wide ac�eptance 
by the students and provided a good medium for developing 
insights. Through the study of Zulu traditional literat­
ure, they had also gained a knowledge of the structure of 
the poems and had explored the element� of the folktale. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations and suggestions were based 
on the analyJis of the data (in the previous chapter) 
consisting of the comments made by participants involved 
in the implementation 8f Zulu traditional literature in 
the language arts curriculum at their school. 
5.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE SCHOOL LITERATURE CURRICULUM 
The tr=,:\chers inte1·viewed i:.,:,ntench?d that th�? 
language arts curriculum that survives must 
recognize that it is the literary experience 
that is important. Although the literary 
experience was born in an oral tradition, for 
years it has been bound by a print culture. 
Students and te,'::l.chers l:H?lif.�Vf? that th:ii;;; 
lj.ter.:1ry e·,;pE1ri£-:-)nct? Cc.\11 ,.::,nly bt·} f,.:,und between 
the covers or a book. The participants in this 
study dis�overed that literary experience could 
also come from indigeneous oral sources which 
helped them, albeit in a limited way,to develop 
their understanding of the Zulu nation. 
E<e, .. c:1use it is pre .. ··structurecl, the::- ti'aditional
Anglocentric literary curriculum leads attent­
ion to matter and experience which are e�olog­
ically and sensorily out of �ontext. Teachers 
con�urred Lhat there is indeed great hope for 
the role of the language arts and the language 
pra�titioner in South Africa, but the teacher 
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himsralf/he(!:5f.::lf mu1:;t d<•?f:inE'! and l"f? .. ·•d(::?f.i.n€·? wl1c.1t 
<::Ul"l' i,:ulum ,�nd wl1c:1L it ii,; to teai:.h 1 :i.tf21'alu1· (? 
in � new dem0cratic dispensation. One of the 
teachers made an astute comment when she stated 
tha.t: 
Literature is the foundation upon which 
language is built and not the other way 
around. My task as a language teacher is to 
help the pupil conceptualize, to help him 
[sicJ use literature to bring into new 
relationships, the experiences in the 
world about himCsicJ. Implementing the 
poetry and folktales programme gave us 
a glimpse into the richness and variety 
of Zulu literature. 
L..:i t:er i::"ltu(e is for enl ightment .just 2s; it is for 
inspiration. Students and teachers who read and 
folktales of the Zulu very quickly 
began to see the world a little as the story-
reflect the values and assumptions of the oral 
culture that produ�ed them. Oral poeLry, on 
the other hand, is Yi�h in stylistic devices. 
Be�cluse a culLure's liteY2ture is oYal Yathel" 
than wYitten was no reason to believe that Zulu 
1 itf ,:?Y'atL.1Ye lc.,,:ked sensitivity or stn.tcl.:L.1·,,-e1. It 
was encouYaging lo hear the teacheys suggest 
that Zulu oral literature ought not to be 
ignoyf.�d; rathi:�l', it ishc,uld be used as a SLlppl .. ·· 
emenL, as another important classroom resource. 
F'f?l'hapi:;, the moi" t: ,..:orivi,·1,:_ ing ,�r9ume1il thal tl·it? 
tea�hers gave for the inclusion of Zulu oral 
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modes in the South African literature curriculum is 
that, for many pe,::,ple, it is the prima)•·y form of 
literary experience. Many important contemporary 
African writers have been profoundly ir1fluenced by 
RECOMMENDATION 
The concern about the teaching of Zulu literature 
by non-Zulu speakers has opened up a topic that 
mariy ,.:if th,.:if.,e who will tf?a,:..h Af·rican litE:>Yi:'lcu1·-(;? t,.:, 
African students will be non-African (monolingual). 
Successful teaching strategy must take into account 
t7l numb.:,,· ,;::, f f c;\1_ L ,:.,y· r,, in,;: 1 uc:I i n9 th E•i s;ub,j e,: t to be 
taught, the relationship between teacher and stud-
ents, and the relative preparedness of students and 
What is recommended is, of course, what any teacher 
of literature must do: to understand a work as much 
as possi�le in its own terms. A teacher must under-
stand what he/she teaches; he/she must attempt to 
she should not cling steadfast Lo that in him/her 
which cuts hi.m/he•r off, ird;electually, from his-JhE"�r 
subject. 
IL mu�,t bt::� E2mphc:,si:zec.l Lhat Zulu ,:an, like any, lan9--
to learn the language. He/she must 
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l::n,:,,..., •�•f its or i�dns and its cJev<-?lopmenl:; he/she mL1sl: 
The knowledge is essential for teaching Zulu literature. 
When he/she learns the languag�, he/she will, as a matter 
of course, be able t0 re�ognize and respect its verbal 
invunl:ivE?1·1t':!S�0,. F'·l'ic.1 i"it1 liu�., with learni.n9 LhL ldr1<_;1Uc:1£1e. 
p·roperly? Ours was a study of Zulu literatun?, in t·rans­
ldtiun. 
Zulu liter�ture but this did not deter the tedchers from 
a low profile did not mean that they, as non speakerfu, 
would start with an operi and sincere cc,nres!::;ion abi:,ut 
l:lie limil:c:., l:i,:11, uf their rc,le but a willi119n1?s�:; ·t;,_, w,:,rk 
within that 1 imitation. From the moment th€:.' teachers 
entered their classroom�, their limi l:a l:ions were obvious. 
Their actions, dur·ing the ,:our·se of the implementc1ior1, 
B1:-1caus;e of tliei r w:i 11 in£11H?�,;s to e:,;per j_ment and to makt:J 
every endeavour to acquiye skills and knowled9e, they 
were able to implement the programme with a si9nifi.cdnt 
measure of success. Their enthusiasm was the motivator. 
Procedures were developed which involved both the resear-
h e I' , l: h e p a r t i c i p at i n g t e ;:;1 ,: h er s ""� n d st u d en t i:; :i n d Ct L •= r m i n -
some or the course content. Tha workshops and in-servi�e 
sessions provid8d teachers with opportunities to evaluate 
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of the potims� ,::\ncl folktalEis (:,fferecl, 
elements have to be considered: 
* student interest;
* teacher interest, ability, and background;
* the validity of the course in relation to the
•�urr· iculum. Thi?Y<'= W,::\f.-, n1�ed to c,::,ni"idc-?r, for
example, possible repetition of subject mat­
ter and the meaningfulness of the course, not
only in terms of its academic value but also
in iLs appli�ation to today's society.
The course was tailored to suit the abilities and 
interests of teachers and students. The teaching of 
Zulu literature involved the creation of viable and 
more po�; itivr� human ·,·c�l,,:1tionsl·,ipis.. If WE? a,re truly 
understand the valu8s, �ulture, and tradition of 
Luwdrd this end, the literature must be appropriate 
t,�, thc-:? f?nds f,::,r whi,_11 it ii,  12mpl,�•Yf:d. Student�; ,:.:�n 
be actively engaged in learning experiences in many 
ways, but few approaches are as effective (as this 
study revealed) in securing strong involvement as 
students selected and help design the course. In 
setting up a curriculum project, the researcher/ 
project leader should provide for the participation 
of students at all stages - planning, organizing, 
implementation, and evaluation. The course whi�l, is 
the subject of this:, study was Zulu or·c:11 litf:1ratur;:,;:. 
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The ,:c,ur·se, thiree months in length, was plc.,nned with 
the students. W8 were all inexpeirienced but eveir y one 
Zulu oyal liteirdLure really interesting t0 us. We all 
term. We had learned f1·c,m ,:int? ani:ither·. Initi.:.�11 .,- , l;he 
teachers and pupils had learned something about lzibungo 
and I�i�9anekwane from the research leadeY . The researc-
her had leairned fyom lhem as well; the researcher saw 
teachers create their own le�rning situation, developing 
deeper undeYsLandings about Zulu literatuye. It was haYd 
same front-line implementors were badly matched to the 
needs ,:rr:,0atec:I by the new CL.lfl' i,:..ulum when the pr,:,gramme 
was ir1ilic:1tf:2d. 
5.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF COLLEGIAL APPROACHES IN IMPLEMEN­
TATION 
sear,.:h for dt:1mc11:rati, .. , pairti, .. ipative, cr-.iti,:,::1.l, and 
progr·ess,ive implementatic,n. Tlie initiation ,:,f this 
study allowed monolingual teacheYs to make a 
vc:iluable contribution ti:, the tea,:hinfl of a "foreign" 
liter-ature, despite their limited knowledge. The 
Zulu literature, not only improved the school's 
r 
1_1 I 
1 iterelture ,:urr iculurn, but also raised the standar-ds 
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By a�ting as researchers, the teachers too learn from 
s,t udE,1r1 l �'..; in t; he c 1 a�;;s>I'· oom. Dut· i nu the imp 1 E�mf,mt at :i. ,:,n, 
their association with the students and the researcher 
became both an in-service and a curriculum initiative. 
F'o:�st prf.:>iscriptivi? tf.:>ch1,iqt.1es which dict,c1tf.:>d t,:, tf?a,: hers 
how literature must be taught gave way to something more 
open-ended and exploratory. Teaching/learning became an 
investigation and the �0llection of data for the class-
room was a basis for further planning and implementation. 
Thus, we Ci:1n rendi:'.'!r the-:• irnplt:c1menl;c:1tion of Zulu literc1turr,  
a relatively unthreat�ning aLtivity and make its embrace­
ment enthusiastic. To teaLh another literature is to step 
out of one's prescribed lifestyle into another's, and 
i'E�turn tc, c,ne's own a chc1 ,t,;1E-cl pE!Yson, a m,: :,1· e ey;tended 
person, an enhanced and knowledgeable person. Teachers 
mentioned that they found the course informativE, prov­
ocative and mind boggling at times. But they added that 
it hc:,d ·r.,:d sE•cl ll,eir· awar·eness and mad1:: lhE•m qL.ll's'<.:,tion 
their vi�ws and opinions on issues which they realised 
they hadn't given much thought and time to before. 
5.4 REVIEW AND AMEND THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
The researcher has had to review the way in which he 
sought to make the implementation happen. In the 
implementation of this programme of change due 
Yegar·d had t,;:, be 9iven t;c, the� necessity for l'evi�Jion 
of the o·riginal pL:-u1 and its arrn:211cJment. B<:?i:.au�"e the 
researcher conscientiously documented the study on 
an on-going basis, he realized that the chosen way 
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uf imp] ement ing the new CLlrr- i,:ulwn was f.,,:,met inH?f.:; mi!-5-
guicl1;.c1c.l, inappropriat...-J ,::;q• poi:.:i1'ly E�:, e,_uted. It is suggt:isted 
that Ll,ese mishaps ,:an change the di·rei: .. tion of tht� imple-­
mentation initic:,tive, if only tPmp,::q'atily. ThLls, it is 
sug9ested tllal:; implt-:ment,:..,rs be prepared f,:,r this 
must be flexible in implementing a new curriculum. Also, 
an amount of opposition ,:an come from �ertain quarters. 
Df,liberatrt !.=5ti-atP<,;t.ies b.:, Jr,volvt'J =>lc::d:1:Jholclers .in pc.wl�, 
i:, f th <'2 in i l i "� L iv 12 c ,,in I.) t� i::-l .. t•: ,:: ess f u l • Demc11: r ""�'- y sh •:•Ll 1 d 
participants. This study yenerated measures to increas8 
democracy and collective participation in the school­
based initiative. This i"'tudy ...,ug£_H?r"ti;; tl,t? impc,rtan,:e of 
llH1 irnpltJmerd;ation stage in effective curl'iculum innovat-­
ion and the need to change teacher dttiLudes and values 
l' i, t lir,;ir t h.:c1n .j u�:,;t t Ile mc,t t'?r i c:"\l s. Cun'" i. cul um implement 2,t i ,:ir·,
depends ,.:ru,:i<:.1lly on l:l1oi; c: who l1dv<� to ,:.:�n·y it c,ut. 
Changes in organization and materials were achieved 
relatively easily. Indeed, it is these twu ,_umpont:?nts ,:,f 
irnplc-::>mE.�nt.:1tiur1 tl,at c:u,·e m,::,s-,t; uftr,11, ta,.:kled; lo l:;l1e dell'"i­
ment of others. Stralegies for making l:he curri�ulum 
c,perational involvEi producing guides,, tey;ls and other 
materials and oYganizing the necessary support systems. 
Yet it is on the necessdry �hanges in teaching style, 
und<2·1'standin9 i:.·-md ,:,: ,mmitmr:2nt, th.:�t l:hc;: suci:..ess or failLtrc? 
,:,-f imp l emc-?nt c:"\ 1:; i i::,n depends;. Sue,: ess f ul imp 1 ement at i. 01, 
de�ends on the meanings and attitude� lhat teachers and 
have towcird the curri�ulum. 
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CONCLUSION 
Zulu oral literature programme was a pilut scheme 
affecting a minority of ted�hers and Grade 8 pupils 
who had never before studied Izibon90 dnd lzingan&-
kNane. Involvement in the implementation of this literary 
genrE' had n=vital ized the teachers gi\dng them ,:,ppol"tuni-
development and improve their professional knowledge and 
<.:,!:.ill tln•�•ugh INSET and ,:,:,llegic::1le appr,:,a,:t1e!::;. Whal the 
sl;udy has d,:,ne in Arr2nc:, F'a·, k Se,:.,:.,ndat·y h,'.:\b b1-,?en l;,:, 
improve the status of a traditiondlly low-status subject 
such as Zulu oral literatu!"e. 
junior secondary phase. The fa�t lhat the implementation 
conLe,,L, while als,:, perf,:,rmirrg lheir e:·,;isting teaching 
sch,::11.:,l c.is a whole. However, through the pro,:ess of 
careful 
prf.:?SSL.tr'f.:? and support, ni•:=gotiatior, of learning 
prC•Sl(-.::1111rnes .::11·,cl tc.wgets., continuing guidar,, .. e and the em·-
p,:,wennent ,:, f the part i,: ipants, nf?W behaviours and pract-­
i�8�, and ultirnal8ly new bLliefs and undersLandings 
�=-me·l"ged wl,i,:. h led to ;;;ui: .. ,::e1s .. ,'ul ·.mplenrt-.:'ntc1tii:in. 
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The room for curriculum implementation at the level 
of the individual school can be greater that many 
of us would initially have foreseen. 
It is hop■d that this investigation, which focuses 
on implementing the teaching of Zulu oral literature 
would encourage language practitioners who do not 
teach African languages, because they don't feel 
confident or competent to do so, to take " a leap of 
faith". 
To survive and be fully effective in the new circum­
stances, teachers of language need, consciously and 
collectively, to implement the teaching of Zulu 
literature in order to become more sensitive 
providers of courses and for righting the historical 
imbalances in the language arts curriculum. It is 
important, however, that teachers who are desirous 
of field-testing the new curriculum retain an 
enquiring mind and experimental attitude towards the 
curriculum. As this study attempts to demonstrate, 
curriculum implementation should never be taken as a 







PYaise of King Shaka (an extYact) 
He thinks of uar 
Son of the righteous one, he who thunders on the 
gr c,und, 
bird, devourer of other birds, 
great leaper who bounds over all others 
the hills on whose sides are no grazing cattle, 
where the antelopes browse in herds, 
the waterbuck feed and the crawling thousand-legs, 
Red paradise flycatcher 
as if with a head that is dust-covered, 
he is making sport of the Swazi King Sobhuza. 
He overuhelms the King Zuide 
He is the stealthy leopard and for so long 
He has blocked the river crossings against the 
rabble, 
blocking the way against Ngobe of Zwide's family 
who had to go over by the drift at which females 
crc,ss. 
He is the river ford with the slippery stepping­
stones 
and they slipped on the stones, Zwide and his sons. 
A wild beast, he rose from the thickets in anger 
against the people. 
Storm thundering down on the town of Kugoba, 
he bore off the shields of their Amaphela regiment. 
The calf mounted to the house of Zwide's mother 
while the others said it was madness. 
The praises of a domestic animal (as collected by 
Lawrence Molefe for his M.A. dissertation (1989-90). 
PYaise of Jamludi, the Bull 
Jamludi who is like an elephantorhiza shrub, 
Breaker of sands; 
Measurer of an eradicating plot who measures it all 
himself; 
Nomalevulevu son of Nomalekethe. 
You whose horns are as sharp as a needle, 
You stabbed when you met others like a fork, 
You who is like a thick porridge. 
You don't eat together with children because you are 




You slide on rough surfaces, 
It hit you and you caused open wound, 
One who swims in a crocodile infested deep pool, 
It emerges to eat foam. 
(Makhambeni, 1989:99) 
Those Were the Days 
<For the Zulu, Shaka is the most famous of their 
historic figures, standing head and shoulders above 
the other leaders. When he was killed by his 
brothers, he prophesied that they would never rule: 
in this poem this is seen as foretelling the ascen­
dency of the whites). 
In Shaka's day we lived well. 
In Shaka's day nothing worried us. 
Because we were ruled by that old man, Shaka. 
He walked erect. 
He never stayed behind 
When his regiments went out to fight. 
He was the leader of the Zulus, 
He was the King that ruled over Kings, Shaka. 
He was hero of heroes. 
He was killed by his brothers through Jealousy. 
He said when he died: "Never will you rule 
Zulusl" 
Though our ancestors are dead we still remember 
them. 
Home 
<The song expresses the sense of loss a family 
feels when its sons go off to work in Johannesburg) 
Go, let us go my friends, go home. 
Go, let us go to see our little hills. 
We've long been working at the mines. 
We long have left our homes for this, this 
place of gc,ld. 
When we get home they will be waiting there, 
Our mothers happy when we come inside, 
At Maxandekeni, home, my home. 
Return my brother, from the place of gold. 
Reject the town. 
Cherish your mother, children and your own. 
They'll clap their hands for Joy 
When you come home, 







(The "Great song" of King Shaka's regiments) 
He has annihilated his enemies: 
Where shall he now make war: 
He has vanquished all the Kings: 
Where shall he now make war? 
Take Off Your Hat ••• 
(The translator writes: "The scene is any pass 
office, where all male Africans must go to get 
their registration certificates. There they must 
wait in queues for hours and sometimes for days 
before they are attended to. It is a regulation 
which rankles in their minds and so they sing 
about it •• ) 
Take off your hat. 
What is your home name? 
Who is your father? 
Who is your chief? 
Where do you pay your tax? 
What river do you drink? 
We mourn for our country. 
Izibongo zikaBheki 
(An example of a satirical poem for Bheki) 
On F'riday there is fasting, 
But Bheki will eat. 
But drunk he will be 
Even on F'riday. 
Oh, what a great religious man he is: 
(From Turner, 1990 : 61)
Lament for Mafukuzela 
(The well-known Zulu educationalist, Dr J.L. Dube 
(Mafukuzela) died in 1946. He founded Ohlange 
Institute near Durban, a school for African 
Children up to matriculation standard, staffed 
entirely by Africans). 
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Bull-calf with the capacious paunch, 
Feathers that grow and then moult, 5 
Tamer of the intractable elephant. 6 
He who became pregnant with many children,7 
They multiplied as river after river was crossed, 
And then they became dogs and barked at him; 
He who when he turned his back looked like the 
tail of an antelope; 
Great swaying frame, he ran heavily but fast, 
Running away from Zululand he made haste. 8 
Back with thorns on it like a mamba, 
Beauty like the mouse-birds of Manteku 9 
That are yellowish on their wings. 
Our white man whose ears shine in the sun; 
Long snake that took a year to pass by 
And eventually passed in another year. 
Protector of orphans; 
Pusher-aside of elephants so that they fall, 
He who points with a stick and thunder and lightning 
come forth, 
Everything that he points at falls and dies. 
Our egret that came out of the sea; 
Elder brother of Shaka whom he raised from the 
dead. 10 
He took refugees out of the forest and nourished 
them, 
So that they lived and became human again. 
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah for the Rescuer! 
Wild animal of the blue ocean. 
1 Durban Bay 2 Fynn wore a bunch of feathers in his 
hat. He prized it because it was pres­
ented to him by Shaka. 
3 Fynn was often away on hunting and trading expeditions 
4 An indigeneous variety of sugar-cane. 
5 Fynn used to shave off his beard. 
6 The great influence which Fynn had over Shaka. 
7 A reference to the large number of refugees from Zulu­
land who found sanctuary at Port Natal. 
8 After Shaka was assassinated, Fynn has to fly for his 
life. 
9 A river in PondolanD 10 Fynn happened to be at Shaka's 
Kraal when an attempt was made 
on his life.He was wounded in 
the side and Fynn was able to 
treat him successfully. 
9) 
10) 
1 1 ) 
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Mafukuzela, Rain-giving clouds, 
Sleep in your grave, Mafukuzela. 
Be still, hero of the African people. 
The earth is not enriched because you are 
buried, 
The mountains themselves are quiet and still. 
Up above, where you are now, there is no sorrow 
There are no tears. 
We are bereft, famous Mafukuzela. 
There is Ohlange, it speaks for itself! 
There are the works of this man amongst men! 
Shine for ever, Mafukuzela of fame! 
You have given us light, and given us the path 
of truth, 
Mafukuzela, son of Dube, hero of heroes! 
Work Song 
Raymond Mazisi Kunene 
The great fool, 
That despicable White man! 
He handles us severely, 
That despicable White man!* 
* This refers directly to their white supervisor, who has
no idea of the meaning of Zulu words.
You are lying, 0 missionary ••• 
Mazisi Kunene 
Can anti-missionary song) 
You are lying, 0 missionary! 
There is not a single believer 
Who went up into the sky! 
Praises of Henry Francis Fynn 
Fynn was one of the white traders based at Port 
Natal in the nineteenth century. He had very close 
contact with the Zulu and became a great favourite 
Of Shaka's. He was given the Zulu name of Mbuyazi. 
Mbuyazi of the Bay! 1 
The long-tailed finch 2 that came from Pondoland,3 
Traveller who was never going to go home, 
Hungry one who ate the scented reed of the river,4 
The finch that never begged, unlike the refugees, 





Praise of a train 
Go on, thou noisy one! 
Go on, thou fast runner! 
For long thou didst lose them, 
Bring them back to their homes. 
Izibongo zendlovu 
It is the elephant that eats with a trunk, 
They stab him when he runs northwards, 
When he turns to pursue his followers, 
They run backwards, 
The pursued begin to stab him on the buttocks, 
They use pangas and hooks 
To make him sit down. 
Dove's song in winter 
<This is at once the dove's song in winter wh1tn she 
111Ust choos• her partner, and a girl's song to her 
parents.) 
Say father, say mother, 
Why should you force me to marry an old man? 
Woe is me! 
But why should you treat me like this? 
Woe is me! 
Old Age 
15. The body perishes, the heart stays young.
The platter wears away with serving food.
No log retains its bark when old,
No lover peaceful while the lover weeps.
Suggestion1 The end-product of the oral creation can 
ba analysed according to those used for 
written literature, although we must keep 
in mind the criteria linked with oral 
style as externalized in performance. 
The external and internal techniques of the compositional 
style, audience and performance were discussed with the 
participants at in-service and workshop sessions on an 
on-going basis before and during the course of the pilot 




PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN IMPLEMENTING THE 
TEACHING OF ZULU ORAL LITERATURE IN THE 
LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM AT THE JUNIOR 
SECONDARY LEVEL. 
TIME FRAME: 3 MONTHS COMMENCING 23 MAY 1994 
5 POEMS CIZIBONGO> PROGRAMME: 




personal philosophy of teaching; 




points to keep an eye on in the future; 
interesting themes; 
insights; 
strengths and weaknesses; 
personal and cultural obstacles; conflicts and 
confusions; constraints upon the implementation 
planning for implementation; tensions between 
your role as teacher and implementor; adaptab­
ility and inventiveness; your understanding 
of the relationship between the content and the 
process; what new skills and uderstandings are 
required of you as a front-line implementor; 
materials; role and attitudes; knowledge and 
beliefs; collegial approaches; techniques and 
methodologies employed; accessibility of texts 
and references; support strategies; workshops; 
recommendations/suggestions; students' attitud­
es Chow did you assess these); strengths and 
weaknesses of the study; frustrations and rese­
ntments; de-skilling; effective strategies for 
implementation; overcoming problems; perception 
of the course; changes in attitudes and teach-
ing behaviours; unnoticed talents; etc. 
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Folktales 
The folktale is a living art which expounds and upholds 
certain Zulu norms and values which form the cultural 
framework. In this regard Iyasere maintains that: 
uThe modern Rfrican writer is to his indigeneous 
oral tradition as a snail to its shell. Even in a 
foreign habitat, a snail never leaves its shell 
behind.u (1975 : 107) 
Iyasere also contends that a disregard of the cultural 
context may lead to a mutilation of the art: 
My point is that a culture-sensitive approach, 
informed by an intelligent understanding of the 
traditional background, will prove more responsive 
to the unique nativisms of Rfrican writers. 
(1975 : 109) 
INSET FOR PARTICIPATING TEACHERS 




3. Plot of the Zulu Folktale
3.1 The exposition 
3.2 The body 
3.3 Functions uhich form the body of the plot in the 
fol /dale. 
3.4 Cli111ax 
3.5 Functions that lead to the climax 
3.6 The resolution 
3.7 The episodic nature of the plot in folktales 
3.8 Unity of plot 
4. Setting in Zulu Folktales
S. Characterisations in Zulu folktales
6. Theme
6.1 Theme and moral 
6.2 Theme and society 
7. Style in Zulu Folktales
Teachers' References 
a) Iyasere, S.O. (1975) "Oral Tradition in the criticism
of African Literature", The 
Journal of modern Rfrican 
Studies, Vol 13 No: 1. 
b) Nyembezi, C.L.S. (1961) A Review of Zulu Literature.




Umshayandlela (Nyembezi, 1962 : 14-19) 
Once upon a time there was a boy who herded cattle. When 
herding, he used to sit on a big rock. On a certain day the 
cannibals arrived. They found the boy sitting on a stone and 
tried to climb up in order to capture him but all in vain. 
They then asked him, saying: ''Boy, how did yoa climb up here?" 
The boy said, "/ climbed easily." When they ordered the boy to 
descend, he refused. Then the cannibals said, "Well, since we 
cannot climb the rock, He are 9oin9 to take your cattle." 
The cannibals then turned the cattle away and drove them away. 
The boy came down and followed them. After being driven for a 
little while, their bull blocked them. The cannibals tried to 
beat the cattle but the bull simply stood in front of them and 
consequently all the cattle came to a stand-still. The 
cannibals said, "HoH are these cattle of yoars driven,boy?" 
The boy replied and said: "They 90 if I tell them to 90." 
Then the cannibals said, "Tell them then boy, lest He eat yoa 
ap." Then the boy said: 
Go Hahayandlela (for> 
The thieves Hahayandlela, 
Have stolen hi•, Hahayandlela, 
Have captared hi•, Hahayandlela. 
Whereupon the bull turned around and walked. All the cattle 
followed. They came to a ravine. Again Mahayandlela stood 
still, refusing to cross. The cannibals then said," Say <that 
it mast cross> boy, lest we devoar yoa. Again the boy said: 
Mahayandlela (for) 
The thieves Mahayandlela, 
Have stolen him, Mahayandlela, 
Have captured him, Mahayandlela. 
Then the bull and the rest of the cattle crossed. Along the 
way Mahayandlela stopped every now and again since he did not 
know where he was being driven to. But after the boy had sung, 
he would go again. They travelled until they arrived at the 
cannibals' homestead.The cannibals tried to drive the cattle 
into the kraal but Mahayandlela refused. The cannibals said: 
"Tell <it to 90 in> boy, lest He eat yoa." R9ain the boy 
ordered it to go in. Rfter that the bull Hent into the 
kraal.The cannibals tried to stab it but the bull could not be 
pierced. They said the boy should say Chis song) again lest 
they eat him. Indeed the boy gave the order and the bull was 
pierced. Then they tried to skin it but in vain. Again the boy 
sang the song and the bull got skinned. They finished skinning 
it. They tried to dismember it but the bull could not be 
chopped up. Again the boy sang his song and the bull was 
dismembered. They put the meat on the fence of the cattle­
kraal. 
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Umshayandlela ( continued) 
The cannibals then went to bathe in the river before eating 
their meat. They left the boy behind with the instruction that 
he should look after their meat. At home the boy was left 
behind with the old blind woman who was also a cannibal. After 
the cannibals had left, the boy took Mahayandlela's skin and 
spread it out.He collected all the meat portions and wrapped 
them up in the skin. He hit it with a stick and sang the song, 
saying: 
Rise Mshayandlela (for> 
The thieves Mshayandlela, 
Have stolen him, Mshayandlela, 
Have captured him, Mshayandlela. 
Then the blind cannibal woman said, :what are you doing, boy? n
The boy replied and said, HJ am dancing, granny.n He hit it 
again with the stick. The bull rose. Then the boy hit all the 
cattle in order that they should go. He travelled until he got 
to the gully which was in flood. He crossed with his cattle. 
By then Mshayandlela was leading the herd. He was no longer 
stopping them, for he realised that he was going home. 
When the cannibals got home, they found that the meat was not 
there and that the boy and the cattle were gone. They realised 
that the boy had driven the cattle home. They then pursued the 
boy. They saw him across the stream with his cattle. They 
called out and said: nHow did you cross the stream, bay? n The 
boy said, I crossed easily. n He went on to say,''Do you want me 
to help you crass? n The cannibals consented that they wanted 
the boy to help them across. 
Then the boy said the cannibals should wait. He then plaited a 
long rope. After finishing it he threw it over to the 
cannibals. He said that they should hold on to the rope and he 
would pull them. Indeed they went into the stream still clasp­
ing the rope. When all of them were in the middle of the 
stream, he let go of the rope. All the cannibals were swept 
away by the current. 
The boy then drove his herd home. When he arrived there he 
found that they were mourning since they thought that he had 
died. He then gave an account of what had happened. His father 
gave him this bull, Mshayandlela, as a gift. 
Formulas: 
Opening FoYmula 
Kwesukesukela (Once upon a time) - Performer





<It is finished) 
(Thank you) 







1st MOVE:· Noqandakazana. wa·s· a very wilful girl. · There was another gi_rl ,. ·· 
Thembe letshen i. ·· Noqandakazana· was very precocious. Thembe le-. 
tsheni was·not: everything \hat belonged_ to Jhembeletsheni she took saying 
it was her. own. Thembeletsheni just kept·quiet. · 
There arrived people from.another tribe sent by their chief to look for -a 
beautiful girl to become his wife who would bear him ·children. They came , ·' 
upon Noqandakazana and Thembelet�heni at the river·where they were bathing�. 
They said: Indeed, these are beautiful _gi�ls!" They asked: "Where is 
your home?" The girls answered: "Here ·it is." 
After the usual greetings, they were asked: 11Where do you come from? 11
They answered: "We were sent by our chief·to negotiate for a girl on his 
behalf. :i · · 
The girls were then called. I_t was safd: 11 'Choose the prettiest, the one 
you I i-ke best.". They chose Thembeletsheri.i.· Noqandakazana asked: 11Why ar.e. 
you leaving me out?" Those people 'Comi"ng from the chief objected and said: 
"No, this girl is too pre_cocious", meaning NQqandakazana. The chief's 
envoys then left. They.retufned to thi chief and repdrted: 11We have seen 
a beautiful girl. Unfortunately there are two of them; 'and one asked why 
we were. leaving her behind .. Irid�ed, chief, she is· a very uridisciplined 
person, she is wilful. 11 • 
The (girls') father suid: 11 Thembeletshen·i, you go_and get married." 
Noqandakazana insisted: 11 1 am going as well. 11 Her father retorted: 
"No, you are not going, you stay!" But she just left with Thembeletsheni. 
They got on their way. When they had. travelled a considerable distance, 
Noqandak·azana said: ··"As for me, I am_c.ertainly not going whP.re you are­
going; the place where you are supposed· to go is over there. 11 And she 
pointed towards the homestead-of. dogs. And so Thembeletsheni turned off, 
while Noqandakazana continued'on:the road leading to the chief's place.· 
She therefore arrived at the chief's alone. · 
When a girl goe� to meet her future husband� on arrival �he sta�ds at 
the gate, outside. But Noqandakazana went in. It was announ�ed: "There 
is a girl at,thegate.11 A person came-out, had a look and went back into 
the house. .The stewards who had acted as the chief 1 ·s envoys came out. 
One of the stewards said: 11Oh, but this is ·n·ot the girl (we chose);· it · · 
is the ungovernable one. 11 The steward went into the chief I s house and · ·· · 
said: "This is not the girl we spoke of." Said the chief: "Bring her in 
and we shall ask her in the house where the other girl is. 11 So she came. 
into the house. They then asked: 11 Where is Thembeletsheni? 11 • 
She rei:;l ied: "She has changed her mind; she said she is not coming. 11 
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The chief asked his stewards, and they replied that she had originally 
agreed. On the next day there arrived a Cape Canary (that is a bird). 
The Canary sat on top of the post in the cattle kraal and said: "I am 
the Cape Canary, the Canary! I bring you a message, chief. Thembele­
tsheni has b�en lost by Noqandakazana. It is she who directed her to the 
dogs' homestead.· She is now suffering at the dogs' homestead." 
(That was really a ·dogs' house, built just like a person's house, so much 
so that when a person saw it he would say it was the house of people). 
11 The dogs eat and eat and then just throw her the bones. Then they say: 
''You too, when vou eat meat, give only bones to our people kept by you. 
We too will nevergive meat to you. " 
2nd MOVE: ENCOUNTER WITH THE CANNIBALS 
The next morning she (Thembeletsheni) left; she was hungry because she 
had not tasted any food. She then saw another house, a person's house, 
where she would ask for food. Unfortunately it was the house of cannibals. 
She went in and immediately saw the skull of a person. She cried: "Oh, 
indeed, I am standing in the house of a cannibal. What shall I do?" 
There was a high shelf. She collected stones and climbed onto the shelf. 
The cannibals returned in the afternoon. One of the cannibals said: 
''Something smells appetizing in my house." The cannibals then sat down 
and ate the humans they had just hunted. Then they went to sleep and 
layed right there under the shelf. A big cannibal, the father of the 
other cannibals, layed his back under the shelf. The girl urinated. 
She did so from there, from the shelf. The cannibal cried: "It is raining, 
my children. Go out and check everywhere, even the dogs' entrance, to 
see where the rain comes in from." 
The girl then let go of a stone, she threw it, and it went bho right 
onto the cannibal's chest. The cannibal died. She then smashed all the 
others. 
When morning came, she came down from the shelf and set off on that 
particular path which· Noqandakazana had told her not to take. And so she 
travelled along the path leading to the chief's village. 
She soon arrived at a river. She hit the ground with her stick. There 
appeared a flock of finches. They said: Vu! Agree! You are the (chosen) 
bride of the chief.." They said: ''Vu, come out food!" Immediately a 
basket of ground nuts appeared out of the ground. Thembeletsheni ate them. 
There appeared �pot of beer, which she drank. There appeared trays of 
meat, which she ate. 
She then went off and travelled again. 
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3rd MOVE: THE IMBULU ANO THE VICTIMIZED HEROINE 
Eventually she arrived at a river in the chief's territory. On her arrival 
she found .Noqandakazana at the _river. Noqandakazana said: "Where· are· you 
going? The chief· is no longer in love with you. He said that if he ever ' 
set eyes on you, he.would kill you because you went.to choose a husband· 
among the dogs. I feel.sorry for you, because you are my father 1 s.child 
(you are my sister). I am going to smear you with this mud and disguise, · 
you, that they may not realize who you .are. I wi 11· say that you are my.·. 
fool (slave), which I got at the river." ,Thembeletsheni agreed. · ... ,. ;•Noqandakazana then smeared her with mud .. Then she went up with her .  and· .. · 
went home. She said: "Here is my fool which I found at the river. 11 • 
11 Is that so?" 
"Yes, indeed l" 
Thembeletsheni stayed.with her in the house. 
It was harvesting time. It was said that this fool should guard the·. 
gardens_ against birds: in the chief 1 s fields with Somaxhekwana. (Little Old 
Man) who was already guarding them. The slave went then in the morning 
to watch over the fields. She arrived and sat in a shelter •. The birds 
came and attacked �he sorghum. Somaxhekwana called out saying: 
"There they are, fool! 11 The fool said: 
This is the chief's field; 
The chief who came.to ask me 
If I would be his wife! 
All the birds rose and flew away. From then on, if they came she would 
not even move. She just sat and said: 
This is the chief 1 s field; 
The chief who came to ask me 
If I would be his wife! 
The birds then always flew away. 
At about midday she called Somaxhekwana saying: "Stay here and watGh 
on my behalf; I am going to bathe. 11 And so she went to the river •. The 
finches arrived at the river and sai'd:· 11 :Vu!" and settled down. She 
struck the grouad �ith her stick and all kinds of food appeared. 
Somaxhekwana eventually followed saying: 11 Let me go and see what Silima 
is doing, iince she is taking such a long time at the river." 
He crept along and peeped. He came upon her, washed and beautiful-i 
without mud. He said: "Oh, so Silima is such a beautiful girl!fl 1-:le 
went back, arrived at the fields and sat down waiting. When Silima ·. 
returned, she was aga 1 n covered 1 n mud. At sunset she and Somaxhekwana . 
returned to the house. Somaxhekwana went to see the chief. He said: 
11 Chief, you should see what a beautiful girl is that onei covered in mud." 
Asked the chief: 11How did you get to see her?" Somaxhekwana .replied:· Chief, when I realized she was taking.her time to return from the river, 
I followed her, as I had decided to go and see what she was doing. 
I found her so beautiful. That mud does not belong to her body. 
Luter I realized she had covered herself with it again. 11 
The chief said: 11 You keep quiet, Somaxhekwana. 11 Then they went to sleep. 
The next morning they got up and went to guard the fields again. Silima 
climbed into her shelter. When the birds came, Somaxhekwana said: "There 
they are, Silima!" She said: 
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This is the chief's field; 
The chief who came to ask me 
If I would be his wife! 
The birds flew off. Towards midday she said: "Watch for me, Somaxhekwana:; 
I am goirs to bathe." The chief had already arrived and hidden himself. 
Then she came to the river. On her arrival a flock of finches also arrived. 
They went "Vu!" with their feathers. Food appeared as before. She ate. 
By the time she began to eat, she had already washed and was very beautiful 
and shining. The chief crept along until he got close to her without her 
being aware of him. Suddenly he appeared close by, and immediately the 
girl went to get mud to cover herself. (Because Noqandakazana had said 
that she would be killed because she had chosen to marry among the dogs). 
The chief took hold of her and brought her back home with him. 
He called his stewards. They said:' "Here is indeed the girl about whom 
we told you, chief." Then Thembeletsheni herself explained: "Noqandakazana 
told me that the chief's village was in one direction, but she would would 
not go there herself. She gave me false directions. I came to the home­
stead of dogs. On arrival I found the dogs cooking game meat. They took 
the pot off the fire, they ate and finished it. Then they gathered the 
bones and said: "Eat these, for our people among your people are given 
bones when you eat meat." 
11 Why did you say that, Noqandakazana?" asked the chief. "Leave my home; 
go away, I am not in love with you! Go back alone to your own place; 
you will not be accompanied by anyone." Thembeletsheni stayed on and became 
the chief's bride. 
4th MOVE: ENCOUNTER WITH THE SNAKE
Noqandakazana then travelled accompanied by her precociousness. She came 
to the place of Nsolo. Nsolo kept a snake in a large clay pot, closed into 
the pot and sealed with dung. She arrived at Nsolo's place with her 
wilfulness, and declared that she would marry Nsolo. When Nsolo returned 
home, he accepted her because she too was beautiful, but there was that 
thing about her, she was ·very inquisitive. 
When Nsolo's people were away, she took off the sealed lid of that certain 
pot. She told herself: "Let me see what is siled in here. 11• As she took 
off the lid, the snake went�! (bit her). And she died. 
A little girl of Nsolo's people came there, while her mother was hoeing 
ground nuts (in the fields). The girl went off shouting and calling in 
despair: "Ma, that bride has died! Ma, she was killed by the snake, 
Nsolo's snake!" The mother came back from the fields where she had been 
hoeing ground nuts. As the people came back, they came to the house. 
They came upon the snake which filled the whole room. It did not go back 
into the clay pot. 
And so it is finished. 
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Participants• reflective diaries (,qppendix B >
TEACHERS 
Arena Park Secondary Secondary School 
ProgYess Report 
<Please use a separate sheet to record your comments) 
1. Title of Project:
Problems and issues in implementing the Teaching of Zulu 
Poetry and folktales in the language arts programme at the 
Junior secodary phase. 
2. Description of the innovatory programme (include 
goals, medium, etc.)
MID-
MAY Name of Participant:
Date:
3. END Describe Progress to Date 
of
MAY Describe Problems to Date 
4. Describe Progress to Date 
MID-
.JUNE Describe Problems to Date 
5. Describe Progress to Date 
END-
.JUNE Describe Problems to Date 
6. Describe Progress to Date 
MID-
AUGUST 
Describe Problems to Date 
7. Describe Progress to Date 
END 
of 
AUGUST Describe Problems to Date 
B. 
Describe progress to Date 
SEPTEMBER 
Std. ___ _ 
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Questionnaire <APPENDIX C> 
(Studants> 
Division: 
Subject Teacher: __________ _ 
----
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AS HONESTLY AS 
POSSIBLE. YOU WILL NOTICE THAT THERE IS NO NEED TO WRITE 
YOUR NAMES. SO PLEASE DON'T HOLD BACK Ir YOU FEEL THE 
NEED TO WRITE NEGATIVE COMMENTS ABOUT THE ZULU LITERATURE 
PROGRAMME THAT WAS IMPLEMENTED IN YOUR CLASS. THERE ARE 
THREE QUESTIONS FOR YOU TO RESPOND TO HERE. 
QUESTION 1 
(Place an C X J next to your choice) 
If you were offered the opportunity, would you want to 
study Zulu poetry •nd folkt•l••• 
1.1 More? 
1.2 About the same? 
1. 3 Less? 
1.4 Not at all? 
Give reasons for your choice. 
(Please turn to the next page) 
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QUESTION 2 
Rate the significance or quality of Izibongo and 
Izinganekwane on the following items with number 1 
indicating the least significance and 4 the most; 






(3) An art form
(4) A tool for change
/_/_/_/_/ 
(1) (2) (3) (4)
/_/ /_/_/ 
(1) (2) (3) (4)
/__ / /_/_/ 
(1) (2) (3) (4)
I_/ /_/_/ 
(1) (2) (3) (4)
QUESTION 3 
What is your opinion of the content and style of the 
literature you have studied over the past three 
months? 
** If you experience difficulty in interpreting the require­
ments of this questionnaire, pl•••• don't hesitate to seek 
help from the teacher in-charge. 
THANK YOU 
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SEHI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW <APPENDIX D> 
1 How well did you accomplish the aims and scope of the 
Zulu Literature programme in the classes to which you 
were assigned? 
2 What was the best part of the programme (content, pupil 
interaction, teaching/learning situation, research, 
understanding of another cultural milieu, resources, 
etc.? 
3 What was the greater failure of The teacher and her 
Pupils? 
HOw did you endeavour to overcome this problem(s)? 
4 How would you change the course if you had to do it all 
over? 
5 How many hours did you spend preparing to implement the 
literature programme in your class(as)? 
6 Should Zulu Oral literature be integrated into the 
language arts programme at our Secondary school or 
should it be a unit or course on its own? Why? 
7 Would you prefer to teach / or do you feel most comfor­
able with the traditional/conventional literature prog­
b■ing offered at this school? 
8 Is Zulu Poetry and rolktales of value to the pupils you 
teach and to you, the teacher? Comment. 
9 In addition to the in-service programmes, did you refer 
to other reference sources? List a few. 
10 Where there any progressive elements that emerge from 
the pilot study? What were some of them? 
11 If given the opportunity to teach a slightly more 
advanced Zulu literature programme to your classes in 
the ensuing years, would you? Why and how would you? 
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LITERATURE Tf;:ST 
NAME: __________ _ 
STD./DIV. __ _ 
Please answer the following questions to the best of your 
ability. Please note that the mark you score in this test 
will not be shown to anyone, including your parents! 
PRAISES Or KING SHAKA 
C The extract from the poem is supplied to you on a 
separate sheet. Please read the poem several times 
before you attempt to answer the questions set on 
it.) 
Question 1 
" He is the stealthy leopard ••• " Cline 10) 
Do you feel that the such an animal image is aptly 
used to describe this King in the Izibongo 
Za•akhosi? Why do you think so? 
Question 2 
The example of the Izibongo i■agery in the following 
line is used in a different context. 
"The calf •ou.n ted to the hou.se of Z1,dde' s 
•other" (line 20) 
Uhat reason<s> cou.ld the i•bongi have had for u.sing 
the "calf" image? 
Question 3 
Repetition and linking are conspicuous in Izibongo. 
He felled Nomahlanyana born to Zwide, 
He slaughtered Sikhunyana born to Zwide, 
He felled Nqabeni and Mphepha, 
He ate up Dayingubo born to Zwide. 
What effect does the underlined words have and what 
is implied in the repetition used by the imbongi? 
Question 4 
The imbongi uses several figures of speech in the 
poem such as simile, metaphor, personification, 
apostrophe, assonance, hyperbole, alliteration, etc. 
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Quote two examples of figures of speech used in 
the given extract and say why you think they are 
effective. 
Question 5 
Having exploYed and studied a few examples of 
lzibongo and lzin9anekwane, do you feel that they 
have value foy non-Zulu speaking students and would 
you like to see these and otheYs included in the 
liteyatuYe pYogYamme of AYena PaYk Secondayy School 
on a moYe YegulaY basis? 
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Read the following IZIBONGO ZAMAKHOSI and answer 
the questions set on it: 
****¥*�*********************************�**************** 
PRAISES OF THE KING SHAKA 
He thinks of war 
Son of the righteous one, he who thunders on the ground, 
bird, devourer of other birds, 
great leaper who bounds over all others -
the hill on whose sides are no grazing cattle, 
where the antelopes brows� in herds, [5] 
the waterbucl feed and the crawling thousand-legs. 
Red paradise flycatcher 
as if with a head that is dust-covered, 
he is making �port of the Swazi King Sobhuza. 
He overwhelms the King Zwide 
He is the stealthy leopard and for long [10J 
he has blocked the river crossings against the rabble, 
blocking the way against Ngobe of Zwide,s family 
who had to go over by the drift at which females cross. 
He is the river ford with the slippery stepping-stones 
and they slipped on the stones, Zwide and his son. [15] 
A wild beast, he rose from the thickets in anger against 
the people. 
Storm thundering down on the town of Kugoba, 
he bore off the shields of their Amaphela regiment. 
The calf mounted to the house of Zwide's mother [20] 
while the others said it was madness. 
He felled Nomahlanyana born to the king Zwide, 
he slaughtered Sikhunyana born to Zwide, 
he felled Nqdbeni and Mphepha, 
He ate up Dayingubo born to Zwide. 
Ceaselessly he pursued the man. 
I wondered at him chasing the son of Langa 
forcing him to the sun,s rising 







et al < 1969) 
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